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INTRODUCTION 

This is a second collection of abstracts of recent So- iet 
articles on generation and detection of internal waves.    It is based on 

items listed in the second Bibliography of Soviet fcjglgdfti on Internal 

Waves,   published June 17,   1974 and covering material received in the 
first quarter of 1974. 

The abstracts are divided into internal effects,  and surface 
effects comprising active and passive measurement of wave states.    An 
author index is appended. 
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1.     Internal Effects 

Ozmidov, R. V.   Experimental studies of amall- 

scale ocean turbulence by the Institute of Oceanulogy 

im.   P.  P. Shirshov of the USSR Academy of Sciences. 

IN:   Issledovaniye okeanicheskoy turbulentnosti 

(Study of ocean turbulence).    Moskva,  Izd-vo    Nauka, 

1973,   3-19. 

Studies of small-scale ocean turbulence began in 1967. 

The first in situ measurements were conducted during a special cruise of 

the R/V Dmitriy Mendeleyev * in 1969.    These studies were continued during 

the 9th cruise of the R/V Akademik Kurchatov and the 5th and 7th cruises of 

the R/V Dmitriy Mendeleyev in 1970-1972 (see tracks in Figs la - Id). 

Fig.  la.    Track of 2nd Cruise of R/V Dmitriy 
Mendeleyev* 

*   Arabic numerals denote hydrological stations and Roman numerals indicate 
special test areas. 
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Fig.  lb.    Track of 9th Cruise of R/V Akadem ik KurcA; Mttov« * 

« 

V        P^.    141 (41 

t|T   ■■ ***        Ml        •«! 
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Fig.  1c.    Track of 5th Cruine of R/V  Dmitriy Mendeieyev. * 

♦Arabic numerals denote hydrological stations and Roman numerals 
indicate special test areas. 
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Fig.  id.    Tiack of 7th Cruise of R/V Dmitriy 
Mendeleyev. 

The instrumenta for measuring ocean turbulence were mainly of the hot- 

probt, type,  used in the towing arrangement illustrated in Figure 2. 

The instruments were mounted on twin pods (see Fig.   3) and the towing line 

consisted of specially designed removable fairings.    Measurements of small- 

seal: ocean turbulence were accompanied by observations of background 

hydrological conditions,  ubing both standard and new instruments and techniques 

A typical towed system is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.    Examples of measure- 

ment procedures are shown in Figure 6. 



^ 

Fig,  2.   Arrangement of Towed System. 
1- towing line with fairings; 2- twin-pod 
instrument package; 3- depressor; 
4- intermediate stabilising fish; 5- ship. 

Fig.   3.    View of Twin 
Instrument Pods,    Mounted 
on Towing Line. 

Fig.  4.    Flow Meter Mounted on Towing Line. 
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Fig    5.    MeaourementB of turbulence and background 
conditjons using moorings with current meters and 
photothermographs (right) and towing line with 
instrument pod«,     two current meters, and five 
I /v^u^1" t^P^ature rensors (9th cruise of 
a/V Akadsmik Kurchatov). 
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Fig.  6.    Examples of Measurement Procedures 
Used in Special Test Areas. 

Solid lines - tacks with thermistor chain; 
dash lines - tacks with turbulimeters; squares - 
with current meters and photothermographs; 
triangles - radio buoys. 
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Belyayev,   V.  S. , A.  N.  Gerentavey, M.   M. 

Lyubimtsev,  R.  V. Ozmidov,  V.  T.   Paka, and 

V.   D.  Pozdynin.    Some results of an experimental 

study of fluctuations of hydrophysical fields   in 

the upper ocean layer.    IN:    Issledovaniye okeani- 

cheskoy turbulentnosti (Study of ocean turbulence). 

Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,   1973,   20-31. 

The results of the measurements of small-scale ocean 

turbulence were analyzed for three sections run during the 9th cruise of the R/V 

Akademik Kurchatov.    The measuring techniques using tewing lines with low- 

drag fairings provided a relatively low leve- of vibration noise as illustrated 

in Figure I.    A block diagram of the measuring-processing channel used in the 

Sfaf/'tml. 

V 
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experiments is shown in Figure 2.    Tlie measurements cf small-scale 

turbulence were accompanied by observations of background hydro'ogical 
conditions. 

*** {ry—m-** 

12    n 

Fig.  2.    Block Ihagram of Measuring-Processing 
Channel. 

I- sensor; 2- pre-amplifier; 3- fluctuation amplifier; 
4- compensator for stationary component; 5- micro- 
phone; 6- tape recorder; 7- lelephone; 8- low-frequency 
filters; 9- loop oscillograph; 10- analog-to-code converter; 
II- master oscillator; 12- input unit; 13- computer. 

The results of the experiments are shown in Figure 3. 

Although all measurements were conducted in similar ses 

states,  the intensity of small-scale turbulence was found to vary greatly with 

an increase in depth as illustrated in Figure 3.    High variaoility of turbulenc- 

characteristics in the ocean is manifested in spectral densities of fluctuation 
of different hydrophysical fields as well (see Fig. 4). 
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Fig.   3.    Vertical distributions of:   rms amplitudes 
of fluctuations of flow velocity a    (thick unes); rms 
amplitudes of temperature fluctuations a      (thin lines); 
conditional water density o. (1); and gradients of the 
ave- a^e flow velocity & V/AZ (2). 
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Fig.  4.    Examples of one-dimensional normalized 
spectral function of fluctuations of electrical conductivity 
(a,  b) and flow velocity (c) obtained during the 2-nd 
cruise of R/V Dmitriy Mendeleyev and the 9-th cruise 
of R/V Akademik Kurchatov. 

Data on the dissipation   rate of turbulence energy,  estimated 

graphically and numerically,  are shown in Table 1. 

10 
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Table 1 

V 
s 

rofaaoar. - T • t • A E 1» 

36 14.8 1.« ».5 0,8 3.9 32.9 0.43 

52 35.4 12.3 10,3 2,9 5.6 63.0 0.62 

73 11,2 4.« 7.7 1.2 2.4 8.6 0.71 

90 39.2 10.2 18,0 4.0 2.6 11.9 0.63 

110 24.3 4.« 18,2 2.4 2.1 6,2 0.51 

140 M — 3,7 0,8 16.2 38.0 0,46 

— -2        2-3 Note:    c is given in  10      cm    sec     ; A and   E are coefficients 
of skewness and excess respectively; fi is correction to the 
exponent in the universal power  law. 

Spectral densities of the fluctuations of hydrological fie) 

within a wide range are shown in Figure 5.    It was found that in some < 

turbulence within an entire range of wave numbers is fed by the same energy 

source existing in the large-scale portion of the spectrum.      However,     / 

in some cases there exists an energy influx in the me-iium-scale portioty 

of the spectrum. 

4 
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Fig.  5.    Spectral densities of fluctuations of 
temperature (a, b) and flow velocity (c) (from 
the 9th cruise of the R/V Akademik Kurchatov). 
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Belyayev,  V.  S. , A.  N.  Cezentsvey,  R.  V. 

Ozmidov,  V.  T.  Paka,  and V.  D.  Pozdynin. 

Spectral characteristics of small-scale velocity 

fluctuations in the ocean.    IN:   Issledovaniye 

okeanicheskoy turbulentnosti (Study of ocean 

turbulence).    Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,  1973, 

32-43. 

The results of the analysis of spectral characteristics of 

velocity fluctuations in the ocean are summarized based on data obtained 

during the 9-th cruise of the R/V Akademik Kurchatov (Atlantic Ocean in 

1971) and the 7-th cruise of the K/V Dmitriy Mendeleyev (Indian Ocean in 

1972). 

The results are shown in Figures 1-6. 

The measurement of velocity fluctuations during the 9-th 

cruise of the R/V Akademik Kurchatov reveal that for high turbulence 

intensity, a fully developed vortex motion can occur and,   consequently, 

some portions of the E(k) curves satisfy the universal power law (see Fig.   '). 

However,  in the majority of cases,  the universal power law is either weakly 

or not at all displayed in E(k) curves. 

Measurements made during the 7-th cruise cf the R/V Dmitriy 

Mendeleyev were accompanied by observations of background hydrological 

conditions, which are shown in Figures 7 and 8. 

No relationship was found between characteristics of small- 

scale turbulence in the ocean and hydrological background conditions (as 

observed by standard methods). 

-13- 
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Fig.  1.    Spectral densities of velocity fluctuations 
based on measurements during the 9-th cruise of 
R/V Akademik Kurchatov (test area V). 

Curves 1-7 - measurements depths 30,   40,   50, 
60, 70,  80,  and 87 m,  respectively. 
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Fig.   3.    Spectral densities of velocity fluctuations 
R/v AUV1".8^6"161*8 ****** the 9-th c^ise of R/V Akademik Kurchatov (test area VII). 

HO^nAfn" meaaurem«nt depths 36,   52.  73.  90. 
110, and 140 m,   respectively. 
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Fig. 4.    Spectral densities of velocity fluctuatiora 
based on measurements during the 7-th cruise of 
R/V Dnrutriy Mendeleyev (test area V). 

Curve 1- depth 105 m; 2-6 - 115 m; 7- 187 m; 8-10 - 100 m. 
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Fig. 5. Spectral densities of velocity fluctuations based 
on measurements during the 7-th cruise of R/V Dmitriy 
Mendeleyev (test area VI). 

Curves '-10 - depths 90,  136,  142, 150,  163,  176,  142, 
128,  104, and 80 m,  respectively. 
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Fig. 6.    Spectral densities of velocity fluctuations 
D A, rJL" mcaturemcnt* during the 7-th cruise of 
R/V Dmitny Mendeleyev (test area   VIII). 

CUr£n 1"7 " depth8 55'  95'  110'  141'  161.  170 [sic], and 170 m,  respectively. 
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Fig.  7.    Vertical profiles of water temperature (1), 
salinity (2) and density (3), measured during the 7-th 
cruise of R/V Dmitriy Mendeleyev 

a- test area V; b-   test area VI; c- test area VIU. 
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Fig. 8. Vertical distribution of current vectors 
measured during the 7-th cruise of R/V Dmitriy 
Mendeleyev. 

a- test area V; b- test area VI; c- test area VIII. 

Belyayev,  V.  S.    Recording and processing techniques 

in the measurement of small-scale turbulence in the 

ocean.    IN:   Issledovaniye okeanicheskoy turbulentnosti 

(Study of ocean turbulence).    Moskva, Izd-vo Nauka, 

1973, 44-48. 

Some problems of recording and processing of data on 

small-scale turbulence in the ocean,  based on experience of the Institute 

of Oceanology of the USSR Academy of Sciences from 1969 to 1972, are 

-21 
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discussed.    Examples are given for function check and calibration of the 

computer input channel,  as well as for the conversion from machine to 

physical units.    It is demonstrated that reliable signal quantization can be 

accomplished if its frequency range does not exceed 1-1. 5 decade.    The 

importance, during an experiment,   of the determination of the variation of 

sensor sensitivity at any given towing speed,  the amplification factor of the 

measuring circuit,  and the transmission coefficient of the analog tape 

recorder,  is stressed. 

Ojmidov,  R.  V.,  A.   N.  Gezentsvey,  Le-Kuang- 

Toay,  S.  S.  Murav'yev,  and J.  M.  Tatara/ev. 

Experimental study of diffusion of indicators 

artificially introduced into the sea.    IN:   Issledovaniye 

okeanicheskoy turbulentniiti(Study of ocean turbulence). 

Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,  1973, 64-78. 

The results of studies of the diffusion of fluorescent dyes, 

conducted in the Black and Baltic Seas in 1968-1969, are described.    The 

analysis of the data on the averaged fields of the dye concentration was 

performed within the framework of the semi-empirical theory of diffusion. 

The experimental procedure is shown in Figure 1. 

Fig.  1.    Procedure for  experiment with a continuous 
point source of the dye. 
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Some examples of the average dye concentration along profiles 

perpendicular to the wake are shown in Fig.  2. 

f/^grtcm"3 

c M3, .gr»cm 

•f   -t -4 -I    0    t /Oy.H 

S 

H y.* 

Fig.  2.    Averaged profiles of dye concentration 
(broken lines) and theoretical curves at 100 m (a), 
250 m (b) and 300 m (c) from source. 

The coefficients of turbulent diffusion K    and K    determined 

from experimental data were found to be of the same order of magnitude and 

to range from several to several hundreds of CGS units.    It was also found 

that the dye concentration decreases along the longitudinal axis of the wake 

according to  a power law, the power being - 3/2. 

The horizontal anisotropy of diffusion in the sea was studied 

using the experiment     as shown in Figure 3.    The results of the experiment 

are shown in Figure 4. 
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Fig.  3.    Location of two self-recording buoy 
systems (squares) and motion of a dye-spot 
center during an experiment in the Black Sea in 
1968 (I, II, III - recordings). 

The vertical current velocity gradient determined from 
-4        -1 

experimental data was found to be 58. 5 x 10      sec 

Spectral densities of the fluctuations of dye concentration 

calculated from the data of experiments with dye spots are given in 

Figures 5 and 6. 
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Fig.  4.    Distribution of the dye concentration in the 
spot (in 10"9 gr/cm3). 

a- Recording I - 1137 - 1205 hours; 
b- recording II - 13?8 - 1430 hours; 
c- recording III - 1657 - 1747 hours. 
Short arrows - wind direction; long arrows - 
vessel tracks. 
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Fig.  5.    Spectral densities of the fluctuations of 
the dye concentration. 

a- Black Sea at a depth of 0. 5 m; b- Baltic Sea 
at a depth of 1 m. 
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Fig. 6.    Spectral densities of the fluctuation of the dye concentration. 

a- Baltic Sea at depths of 1 m (curves II and III) and 7. 5 m (curves I and IV) 
b- Baltic Sea at a depth of 0. 5 r-.; c- Baltic Sea at a depth of 0. 5 m. 
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Poidynin, V. D.    Determination of vert it »I t urr»nt- 

speed gradients in the ocean using BPV-Z current 
rneter8'    IN:   I"ledovaniye okeanicheskoy turbulentnosti. 
(Study of ocean turbulence).    Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka, 
1973,   79-85. 

A method is proposed for the calculation of vertical gradients of 

current speed,  based on methods for testing statistical hypotheses on Ihe random 

fluctuation of data within a sample,  a,     equalities of dispersions and mean 

values at the upper and lower boundaries of a layer.    An example is given of 

the calculations of vertical gradients in the meridional and latitudinal directions, 

using data from a 3-day buoy station in the equatorial part of the Atlantic 
Ocean (2nd cruise of the R/V Dmitriy Mendeleyev). 

It is concluded that measurements  of the current speed at buoy 
stations using BPV current meters vertically spaced   25 m apart make it 

possible to estimate vertical gradients reliably if they exceed 1 cm/sec/m. 

Pozdynin,  V. D.    On some advantages and disadvantages 

of experimental studies of small-scale turbulence in the 

ocean.    IN:   Issledovaniye okeanicheskoy turbulentnosti 

(Study of ocean turbulence).    Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka.   1973, 
94-103. 

An analysis is made of the advantages and disadvantages of various 
platforms used to carry measuring equipment: large research ships, drones, 

conventional and special research submarines, bathyscaphs.  and buoys. 

Emphasis is put on the timeliness and efficiency of conducting measurements 

from a conventional submarine under the most severe storm conditions and 

under Arctic ice.    Accelerated development of the metrological support to 

studies of turbulence and new instrumentation for measuring background 
hydrologic A1 conditions are recommended. 

-28- 
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Vorob'yev,  V.  P.,  Ye.  T.  Kuznetsov, and V.  I. 

Fedonov.    Hot-probe current-speed pulsation meter. 

IN:   Issledovaniye okeanicheskoy turbulentnosti (Study 

of ocean turbv.lence).    Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka, 1973, 

149-153. 

A descriptio.i is given of a current-speed fluctuation meter,   based 

on the hot-probe principle, developed in the Institute of Oceanology of the 

USSR Academy of Sciences in 1968-69. 

The instrument sensor (shown in Fig.  1) consists of a thin 

platinum film applied to a substrate of optical quartz glass.    The thin film 

Fig. 1.    Schematic of the speed fluctuation meter 
sensor (scaled up). 

1- substrate; 2- leads; 3- sensor element. 

forms a ring 2 mm from the tip.    The resistance of the film is 4-6 ohm, its 

temperature coefficient of resistance  is 2.1-3.0"10'    0C     , the dimensions 

of the ring are 4 x 0. 2 x 0.0001 mm.    A block diagram of the instrument is shown 

in Figure 2,  and its measuring bridge is shown in Figure 3.    The specifications of 

the instrument are:   Operating frequency range 1. 5-150 Hz; Level (rms) 

of the instrument noise. . . 0.12 mm/sec; 10C temperature change is equivalent 
to a velocity change of 20 cm/sec.  (at heatup to 20oC). 

-29- 
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Korchashkin, N. N. ,  and R.  V. Ozmidov. 

Problems in using lowered InBtnimentB tu 

study the fine structure of hvdronlivsical HPIHW 

in the ocean.    IN:   Issledovaniye okeanicheskoy 

turbulentnosti (Study of ocean turbulence). 

Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,  1973,   154-160. 

An analysis is made of distortions introduced into vertical 

temperature profiles measured by the AIST STD meter, caused by instrument 
inertia and erratic descent rate due to ship roll. 

Distortions due to instrument inertia are manifested in a 

smoothing of step-like vertical temperature profiles.    Thus, instead of horizontal 

"steps'" with infinitr vertical gradients, the instrument records a gradual 

decrease of temperature.    The dependence of measured gradients on the 

temperature jump A 0 calculated   for various descent rates V, using a 

derived formula^is given in the Table below. 

Table 1 

A:°C 
^'-cm/sec 

so 50 70 • 100 

0,10 0.0067 O.OOiO 0.0029 0.0020 
0.<3 0.0087 0,0032 0,0037 0.0026 
0.16 0.0107 0.006'. 0.0046 0,0032 
0.19 0.0127 0.0076 0.0054 0.0038 
0.22 0.0147 0.0088 0.0061 0,00'.4 
0.25 0.0167 0.0100 0,0071 0.0050 
Ö.28 0.0187 0.0112 0.0080 0.0056 
0.31 0.0207 0,0124 0.0089 0.0062 
0.34 0.0227 0.0136 0.0037 0.0068 
0,37 0.0247 0.0148 0.0106 0.0074 
0.40 0.0267 0.0160 0.0114 0.0080 
0.43 0.0287 0.0172 0.0123 0,0086 
0.16 0.0307 0,01&4 0.0132 0.0032 
0.49 0,0327 0.0196 0.0140 0,00» 
0,51 0.0347 0.0206 0,0149 0,0104 
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The effect of ship motion on the measured temperature 
gradients is illustrated in Figure 1. 

m§f \-   • cm 

4M amnor  oesv 

Fig.  1.    Spectral densities of temperature 
fluctuations (period and amplitude of ship roll 
10 sec and 2 m,   respectively). 

1- descent rate 70 cm/sec; 2- descent rate 
30 cm/sec. 
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Pozdynin,   V.   D.    Evaluation of modern 

oceanological instrument« on the basis of 

information theory of measuring devices. 

IN:   Issledovaniye okeanicheskoy turbulentnosti. 

Moskva,   Izd-vo Nauka,  1973,   86-93. 

An analysis is given of characteristics of instruments for 

measurement of small-scale ocean turbulence and background vertical 

distribution of flow velocity, based on information theory.    An example is 

given for evaluating the feasibility of turbulence meters,  using as a criterion 

the index pC = lgC/lgWn where C is energy threshold and Wn is thermal noise. 

In addition,  an example is given for the evaluation of the information capability 

of a chain of sensors for measuring the rate and direction of flow velocity. 

The author notes that thresholds of existing sensors are in the range of 
•10        joule. 

The calculations show that a turbulence meter with characteristic 
as shown in Fig.  1 is feasible,  since its pC index (0. 31) falls within the range 
of existing instruments (0. 11-0. 89). 

24 /r' fB' fD'y. % 
TT[    iii     iij- ^ r 

s, cm/sec 

Fig.  1.    Graph of instantaneous accuracy of 
measures of flow velocity pulsations in the ocean. 

A ■ accuracy; 7= relative (entropy) error; 
^0 = 0.01 cm/sec -absolute (entropic) zero 
error; Do = optimal response range of 
instrument. 
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The author also ihows that each measuring channel of a 

sensor chain with a vertical spacing of two meters,   required to measure 

flow velocity changes from 1-30 cm/sec approximately, with 7     0.05 can 

reliably detect velocity differences of 0.4 cm/sec (see Fig.  2). 

«/      «/     J^     (^      A,    10 '0' 
j-cm/sec 

Fi^.  2.    Optimal response range D^ vs.   ratio 
of relative null error 70 and sensitivity Ys. 

Benilov,   A.  Yu.    Evaluation of statistical 

characteristics of random hydrodynamic fields in 

the upper ocean layer:   IN:   Issledovaniye 

okeanicheskoy turbulentnosti,   Moskva,  Izd-vo 

Nauka, 1973, 49-63. 

Statistical characteristics .. f temperature Tyt) and wave 

f(t) fields in the upper ocean layer were analyzed,  using data acquired in 

the Mediterranean Sea in 1968.    The segregation of turbulent Tyd) and 

wave T    (t) components from the overall turbulence expression T(t) was 

made, using a linear approximation.    A possibility was demonstrated for 

the recovery of the TT(t) component using the non-linear transformation 

T^(t) = g[f(8)]. 
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Figs.   1-6. 
Some results of the spectral analysis are shown in 

0,11    i,95 *,rad/Bec 

Fig.  1.    Normalized spectral densities of 
T(t) (l)and ^(t) (2). 

i   i*J ZfJ*J   j?  7.1   s.si   w   n.*i u.s Hj^rdid/sec 
o as Kt IS 10 2.S f. Hz 

Fig. 2.      Fraction of wa\'e noise in the 
spectral density T(t). 
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4*J   l*J   A3 7,f Hjff 
0.71    2,U m, rad/sec 

Fig.  3.     Normalined spectral densities of 
TT(t) (DandT^ (t)   (2). 

rM 

A sec 

I 

i 

Fig.  4.    Forms of TT(t) and T^r (t) at different 
filtration errors  £ t*r 

m 
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Fig.   5.     Probability distribution densities 
of T(t) (1) and TT(t) (2). 

s-i.ru 

Fig.  b.    Probability distribution densities 
of |(t) (l)and T^ (t) (2). 
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Palevich,   L.  G.,  G.  N.  Panin,   V.   D. 

Pozdynin,  and V.   I.   Fedonov.    Test and 

calibration of turbulimeters for experimental 

studies in the ocean.    IN:   Issledovaniye 

okeanicheskoy turbulentnojti (Study of ocean 

turbulence).    Moskva,   Izd-vo Nauka,   1973, 

161-168. 

A description is given of the calibration and maintenance of 

turbulimeters developed by the Institute of Oceanology of the USSR 

Academy of Sciences.    Data are presented on the stability and reproducibility 

of the turbulent regime of a test stand with fully immersed flow,  used for 

the calibration of turbulimeters. 

The first part of the calibration procedure includes determination 

of the following instrument characteristics:   the dependence of the output 

voltage on the average flow speed; sensitivity to velocity fluctuation at a 

medium flow speed; amplitude-frequency response; and instrument noise 

level. 

The second part of the procedure  is conducted in accordance 

with the information theory of instruments.    It includes the determination of: 

a),    graph of instantaneous measurement accuracy (see 

Fig.   1) using formula A = V/2(70 +7   V),   where yQ It  error of determination 

of the instrument zero level,  7    - error of determination of instrument s 
sensitivity,   V - instantaneous value of velocity fluctuation; 

b).    resolution,  using formula   " = -r— ig = . ■, 
where v and v are the limits of the instrument range; max min 

c).     optimum range,  using formula   R     . 1—!  « ^ ' ''o V ' ■" B    . 6 0pt — 
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An example of the instantaneous accuracy of a turbulimeter 

is shown in Figure 1. 

2* 
30 

20 

W 

i 
6 
7 
f 

I- '0 
Hi I 

i p* ~n p-i-i    — - 
 l-i.^.J    -■    - 
.—L.I   j 1  4i 

m 
rr* r  i, 6 sw" 2   I sew' 

1. »', cnftitc. 

Fig. 1. Graph of instantaneous accuracy of 
the hot-probe current meter of the Institute 
of Oceanology,  USSR Academy of Sciences. 

A comparison of the characteristics of a DISA production 

model hot probe {55D01) which was used as a standardjand the hot probe 

o/ the Institute of Oceanology,    is given in the table below. 

Table 1 

Raose Seadthrlty, 
V/cm/iec 

Enor, nns Resolution 

dynamic frequency, 
Hz 

instrument instmment 
zero, 

measurement 
gradations 

gradation 
value 

V/cm/»ec cm/tec 

3ISA model 
S5D01 
bot probe 50 0-500 0.63 0.004 0.10 18 0.57 

tot probe of 
die Inrtitute 
of Oceanology 60 l.S-150 0.65 0.005 0.12 16 0.60 
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Pivovarov,  A.   A.,  and Vo Van Lan'. 

Nature of the change in coefficient of turbulent 

heat exchange in a stratified ocean.    VMU, 

no.  1,  1974,   3-7. 

This article deals with calculation of the turbulent heat 

exchange coefficient,  k,  using experimental data on annual temperature t 

and salinity S variations   in a stratified ocean.    The t and S data were obtained 

from measurements of t,  S and density   vertical profiles at two geographical 

points:   21° N latitude and 158° W longitude (1) and 50° N latitude and 145° W 

longitude (II) in the Northern Pacific.    The measurements were made over 

a period of one year in 1958 and 1960. 

The formula 
! 

»- ~_fpM2WÄ| (1) 

where A    and (P    are the amplitude and phase of the nth harmonic of a n n r r 

t wave over a given period T; h is the depth at which t fluctuations become 

insignificant; and z is the instantaneous vertical coordinate,is used to 

calculate k for a given 0 profile.     It is shown that the first harmonic 

(n = 1) sufficiently approximates annual t variations,  hence A, and $. 

were used in k calculations.     The tabulated k data (Table 1) decrease rapidly 

from the surface to a certain z, then increase continuously with further 

increase in z.    The pattern of k variations is closely related to the dt/dz 

(Fig.   1) and stability of the body of water profiles at the two points. 

Comparison of the k data in Table 1 with the dt/dz data in 

Fig.   1 and the dS/dz data [not shown] indicates that the k minimum is 

observed at the same level as the dt/dz maximum or maximum stability,  if 

the dt/dz and do/dz maxima coincide.    This conclusion led to an approximation 
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210Nlat. 158° W long. 50° N lat. 145° W long. 

depth. k,   (cm   /sec) depth, k,   (cm   /sec) 
M M 

30 31 15 10.3 
70 21 25 3.6 

HO 17 35 1.3 
150 17 45 0.77 
190 11 55 0. 70 
230 6.5 65 0. 98 
270 5.2 75 1.4 
310 21 85 1.4 
350 27 95 2. 1 
- — 105 5.4 
- - 115 6.3 

—                             i 125 6.6 

Table 1.    Vertical profile of k in points I and II. 

Fig.  1.    Vertical water t profile at different 
times (Roman numerals indicate months of 
the year). 
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of k variations by the expressions 

(U   -a /, lit   V (2) 

(3), 

where k« is the k value at dt/dz = 0 or E    =0,   respectively.    Analysis 

showed that Eq.   (Z) at öC= 1 and Eq.   (3) at  (? = 1 closely approximate 

the k values calculated from (1) with the use of experimental data to 

120-150 m and 90-110 m depths,   respectively.    Hence,  the mean annual 

variation of k vs.  depth in a stratified ocean can be described by linear 

equations of the (2) and (3) types,  depending on the initial data characteristics, 

Eqs.   (2) and (3) can also be used as a base of calculations of dk/dT'variations 

(Tatime) over the period of one year. 

Zykov,   I.   D. ,  A.   P.   Nagurnyy,   V.   G. 

Savchenko,   and M.   A.   Chepurina. 

Distribution law of current velocity 

components and water temperature.    IN: 

Trudy Arktich.  i antarktich.  n. -i.  in-ta, 

Leningrad,   vol.  312,  1974,  27-31. 

Statistical characteristics of current velocity components 

and water temperature are calculated from selected data obtained in a 

hydrophysical test area in the Atlantic during the 11th cruise of the R/V 

Professor Vize.    The coordinates of the buoy station 20 were 53  47.8' N 

latitude and 17  37.6' W longitude.    The mean value, the i-th moment 

(i = 2,   3,  4) around the distribution center, the asymmetry factor A,  and 

the coefficient 6 of excess are calculated for the meridional^ujand zonal (v) 

current velocity components (Fig.  1) and water temperature t (Table 1). 
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Fig.  1.    Variations in depth of A and £for 
components u and  v.    Horizontal lines are 
confidence intervals with 0.80 confidence 
coefficient. 

Depth level 
T.'C 

I 11.20 
10.24 
«.87 

•t.X 

0.27 
0.28 
0.66 

0.U 
0.05 
0.00 

-0.66 
-0,16 
-1.58 

Table 1     Statistical distribution of water temperature.T * 
arithmetic mean, Ä  - rms deviation. 

Fig.  1 shows a sharp difference between the A and Rvalues 

for u and those for v.    The A and £ distributions in depth determined the 

goodness-of-fit test ^ value of empirical distribution Fe versus theoretical 

normal distribution ly    The difference (r#-FT) is considered insignificant, 

if the calculated probability PU) > 0. 05.     The calculated Pß) (Table 2) 

shows that   v distribution,  except at 300 m depth, does not satisfy a normal 

distribution law.    The empirical distribution of u component is in satisfactory 
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Medium Depth level * 

M 
parameter 50 100 .xo            M 7-H' 

■ 
V 

i 

0.07 
0,00 
0.06 

0.15 
0.00 

0.18 
0.00 
0.07 

0,88 
0.10 

0,67 
0.03 
0.00 

0.00 
o.co 

Table Z.    P(P) values for velocity components and wpter 
temperature (Station 20). 

agreement with the theoretical distribution at all depth levels except 

750 m.    Also, t at the 50 and 200 m levels approximately follows a normal 

distribution.    The horizontal anisotropy (component v ) of current velocity 

is attributed to a relatively stable orientation of the average current along 

a parallel. 

The tabulated P(A) values for u and v components,  from 

observation data of the buoy stations located 5 and 10 miles from Station 20, 

generally confirmed the spatial stability of distribution characteristics of 

u and v.    Anisotropy of the u component is weak,  although the number of 

levels at which F  -F-, = 0 decreased. 

In summary, the distributions of u and v components and 

water t under complex hydrological conditions in the testing area satisfied 

the normal distribution law at certain depth levels only.    Distribution of the 

u component agrees with the normal distribution law more often than 

distribution of the v component. 

■ 

I 
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i Borisenkov,   Ye.  P.,  O.   A.   Vladimirov,  A.   P. 

Nagurnyy,  and V.  G.  Savchenko.    Structural 

functions of current speed components and 

water temperature for a hydrophysical test 

area in the Northeast Atlantic.    IN:   Trudy 

Arktich i antarktich n. -i.  in-ta,    v.   312. 

Issledovaniya po programme POLEKS, 

Leningrad,  1974,  12-19. 

Structural functions are calculated from data obtained in 1971 

by three buoy stations in the test area of Rockall Bank.    The functions are 

D(t)-|7(/-fc)-r(o|» (i) 

where T(t) is the value of the studied variable at an initial time or initial 

point,   T(t +'T/) is the value cf the same variable at an interval T from the 

first,  and /is expressed in units of time or space.    The functions D(Y) 

thus calculated are analyzed to determine the limits of applicability of the 

2/3 exponential law to the observed current velocity components u and  v 

and water temperature data. 

Typical D(i) plots,  where i * iT,  are shown for the zonal 

velocity component v (Fig.   1) and temperature (Fig.  2) data from one 

station.    At all depth levels below 100 m, the  portions of the D(i) curves 

in Fig.  1 within 6 to 16 hour periods satisfy the 2/3 exponential law.    The 

closest agreement with the cited law is noted for particular levels at the 

three stations.    The law is satijüed within 2 to  1 hour periods.     The cited 

data indicate that D(i) of the current velocity components may vary 

significantly within a relatively short horizontal distance (10-15 mi).     The 

D(i) functions of temperature at most depth levels obey the 2/3 exponential 
law (Fig.  2). 
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Fig.  1.    Structural functions of v component at the 50,   100,   200,   300, 
500,  and 750 m levels (1,  2,   3,  4,   5,  and 6,   respectively) for buoy 
station 20; 7 is the theoretical plot according to the 2/3 exponential lav . 

ooMdeg  ) j,    / 

0 100- 

0 080- 

0 080- 

0 040 

O 010 

0 007 

0 005 
30       40     M 

Fig.  2.    Structural functions of sea water temperature at the 50    200 
and 300 m levels (1    2,  and 3.   respectively) for buoy station 20;'(4)    ' 
is the theoretical plot according to the 2/3 law. 
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Comparison between D(i) of current velocity and D(i) 

of temperature shows significant differences.      First,  the 2/3 law is 

satisfied within a wider time interval fcr temperature fluctuations than for 

fluctuations of current velocity components.    Secondly,  the observed 

water temperature data are quite well approximated by the cited law not 

only at the deep levels but also it the upper levels.    The noted differences 

are attributed to the different nature of horizontal and  vertical 

distributions of the temperature and velocity fields in a thermally 

homogeneous water.    Eddies do not cause significant temperature fluctuations 

hence D(i) of tempe rature -'oes not deviate from the 2/3 law in a locally, 

horizontally homogeneous water in the test area. 

Random errors of the velocity vector components and 

temperature measurements are evaluated by analyzing D(i).    The total 

random error f is evaluated as the sum   (oi +ß ) of the random errors of 
2 

the instrument and the measurement method; theeC    value of the instruments is 

known.    The error ß depends on positioning of the instrument (type BPV 

or FTG) at the recording buoy station.    According to the normal distribution 

law, the mean standard deviation of ^ is calculated as 

,1/2 r« (K/z-yr (2), 

where "9 is the mean absolute error of the measurement method.    The 

tabulated tf'and ^ values of the u and v components measurement are 

especially high (15-19.3 and 12-15.4 cm/sec,   respectively) for the 50 and 

100 m levels,  but,  as a rule,  decrease at greater depth.    The tf'and ^ values 

of water temperature measurement practically approach zero at all levels. 

The authors conclude that the current velocity and direction data   recorded 

by BPV instruments must be considered very suspect,  at least for the 

active oceanic layer. 
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Further analysis of the KX.Y.t) expreseion loci I« \hr 

conclusion that the system of interference spots shifts •l.wjj Hu' .»bn^rvall. 

plane at velocity -- v.   hence the dispersed flow veUuilv ^ti Ui« .l.-f. ..„„..1 

from the spot shift velocity data.    The latter can he invMiired l->  pU. Ui* 

an amplitude scanning grating   in front of a photosensor.    It is shown that 

the variable component of photo signal fron, a single spot motion contains 

harmonics with a frequency 

/j)      a 2Tmv/T 
"^m 

(2) 

where T is the grating  period and m is the harmonic numoer.     Thus the 

problem of determining v reduces to that of determining Ä^.    The frequency 

of a photo signal from a system of interference spots fluctuates around a 

central frequency W£.    The latter,   and hence v.   can be determined by analyzing 

the frequency spectrum of the photo signal.     The mean frequency of the 

first harmonic of a h. f.   signal is given by 

CVf « 27fv/T (3) 

The T value is selected such that   A/f > AJ. is satisfied. 

One possible arrangement of the |nt«rt«rftnce method for 

measuring current velocity is shown in Fig.  1.    Speccia of imylified signals 

i'. i«> 

i 

Fig    1.    Current velocity interferometer:     1- laser,   2- lens,   3- 
interference filter,   4- grating,   5,7- transmitted radiation sensors, 
6,8- reflected radiation sensors. 
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from each pair of sensors are analyzed.     Magnitude and  direction of  v 

vector is measured simultaneously by turning two gratings around the 00' 

axis to increase * to t*^.    Then v is normal to the bisecting plane of 
the gratings ar-H   its magnitude is  given by 

r 
V     Mb 

1 
sm — 

2.T o 
(4) 

For measurement of the sea current velocity,   both laser and sensor .nits 

may be located above or below the surface or the laser may be shipborne and 

photosensor unit below the surface.    A large selection of lasers with 

tabulated characteristics is offered.    A cw  semiconductor laser is 

recommended to minimize dimensions of the device.    A LG-106 argon gas 

laser emitting  in the transmisr   ia range of sea water is cited as the most 

suitable for measuring sea current velocity.    1 he resolution of the device 

with respect to v is evaluated on the assumption that the analyzer scans the 

spectrum from ^ < ^f - 1/24* to ^ > U'{ 4 l/ZA*.    The maximum 

relative error of v determination is typically   1 a-(. 

Berezkin,  G.   V.,   and V.   V.  Khlopov. 

Evaluating the vertical heat flow in the active 

layer of the Nurth Atlantic,  frum standard 

observation data.     IN:    Trudy Arktich.   i 

antarktich.  n. -i.   in-ta.  no.   312.     Issledovaniya 

po programme POLEKS,   Leningrad,   1974, 46-52. 

Vertical heat flow Qz across the upper boundary ■ of the 

thermally active oceanic xayer is evaluated.     The study uses the water 

temperature data of deep-water hydrological stations of the R/ V Professor 

Zubov at 00 to 70° N latitude in the North Atlantic (east of Iceland!.    The 

data were collected in 1%9-1Q70 during the 3rd.   4th.   and 5th cruises of the 
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vessel.    The method used to evaluate Q   was intrmlurrd hv K«»nutov»ki\ 

(Trudy  LGMI,  no.   24,   1967) and did not rcquirra pirliminn r\   i .i U u l.ii i. n 

of the coefficient K    of eddy thermal diffusion. 

Heat flow across z is calculated from 

'd7 n-j, in. 

where (H-z) is the active layer thickness and (7,-7    1 is the difference in 

average temperatures measured at times t, and t.  in the same point of the 

layer H-z.    It is assumed that the vertical T distribution functions converge 

at a point on the lower boundary H.     There is heat release to the atmosphere 

if Q    < 0 and heat influx across z,   if Q    > 0.    In the region of observations, z z 
(H-z) was 200 m.     The effect of currents was eliminated by making T.  and 

1 y curves converge at the H level.     Time intervals between stations of a 

selected pair varied from several hours to several months. 

The averaged O    values calculated for  15 groups of paired 

stations with (tp^i'      10-15 h.   for each pair are inaccurate,   mainly 

as the  result of the strong effect of diurnal variations of the heal  halam o 

lomponrnts.      i he Q    data obtained for the groups of stations with (1,-1   ) 
■ 4. 1 

longer than a day or a month are shown in Tables  1  and 2,   respectively. 

Analysis of ail tabulated data indicates that the absolute Q    values in the z 
active oceanic layer decrease as the (t^-t, ) between the stations of each 

pai.  increases.    At the same time,   the data become more reliable as 

(t,-t    l is increased.     It follows also from the cited data that Q    is mostly 
4- 1 Z 

<0 in the region of observations.     It  \M shown that Q    decreases  rapidlv at 

increasing depths down to 150 m; the bulk heat reserve of water is stored 

in the 0 to 100 m  layer.     Comparison of the present Q    data with Q    data 

obtained bv two other methods with preliminary calculation ol K    shows that z 
the Kogutovskiy method can be used in evaluating Q    within relatively   "hurt z 
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Time Group of    i    . ' ".      i Heat flow 
Stations 'ntatvaU,   , ca :al  cm2 h 

i 60 -200,0 
0 2*. -60.0 
3 •24 25.0 
4 96 -J5.4 
5 24 8,1 
6 15 -S0,0 

112 —!«,2 
8 123 -18,8 
9 6Ü -150.0 

10 n i'O.ti 
11 98 -12.3 
12 124 -1,6 

. Time 
oroup ct mterval, 
Stations h 

13 
M 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
30 
21 
2'? 
23 

7H 
60 
hi 
55 
97 

1-3 
122 

M 
40 

Heat 
cal  cm 

ow, 
2h 

-170,2 
26,7 
17.1 

-30.3 
-87.0 

8,2 
9.1 

-221.1 
-50,0 
-30.9 

-120.0 

Table 1.    Vertical heat flow for stations with 
24 to 120 hr. time intervals. 

Group of 
Stations Month 

!   Heat flw», 
I    ^y«     I   cal/cm2, day 

1 JDecember - May       |      14^ 
2 October - November,        4Ö 
3 October - Decemberi        61 

-4.1 
106.6 

-203.3 

Table 2.    Vertical heat flow for stations with 
longer than one month interval. 

time intervals between consecutive hydrological stations.    The conditions 

required to obtain reliable Q   data are listed.    It is concluded that in the z 
region of observations heat is rel ased from the ocean to the atmosphere 

all year round, the rate being slower during warming than during cooling 

intervals. 

Savchenko,   V.   G.    Stability of internal waves 

near the interface of heterogeneous fluids.    IN: 

Trudy Arktich i antarktich.  n. -i.   in-ta,   vol. 

312,  1974.    Issledovaniya po programme POLEKS, 

118-132. 

The title problem is analyzed to establish instability criteria 

for internal waves propagating along a discontinuity layer between two 
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heterogeneous fluids.    Instability of an internal wave is defined as the loss 

of its sinusoidal profile.      An analytical solution to the stability problem 

is obtained for free internal gravitational waves propagating near the 

interface z ^ 0 of two ideal incompressible fluids of finite thickness /.      h 

and z = h?.    The Coriolis force is neglected. 

By applying basic equations of fluid mechanics to each layer, 

the turbulence from internal wave propagation can be described by the 

Whittaker equation,  if the Vaisala-Brunt period N        -g d/dz log P   and the 

vertical gradients of average transfer velocity are assumed to be constant 

within each layer.    The Whittaker equation is approximated by a modified 

Bessel differential  equation of the (1/4 - Ri)        order,  where Ri is the 

Richardson number.    It follows that criteria for internal wave stability 

depend on whether Ri > 1/4 or Ri < 1/4 is satisfied.     Instability criteria 

are derived for three particular cases by solving the known dynamic equation 

of pressure continuity at the interface and the modified Bessel equation for 

the upper and lower iavexs.    The particular boundary cases are: 

A) /-v iiiiiii-'-lr-HJNy'J 

Bj) ^»m.ix^-lf-^lx-i] and Rij   1/4,   and 

B2)   " // // and Rij < 1/4, 

where Ä is the internal wave length,   c is the complex propagation velocity 

of the internal wave,   and ü; is the current velocity in respective layer 

(j = 1 in the upper and j - 2 in the lower layer). 

Only a very approximate aralytical solution of th»- < ifed 

equations was  -btamed by introducing nurr.ero J« limit«*!'«*»».     /».*- ■<   ,;,.    j 

the   limitations is explained fron, both mathematical and ph/sira,  lUrtd' 

points.     Physical interpretation of the b cases becomes evident from 

consideration of the corresponding inequalities by making u s 0.    Then N2 

becomes the lower boundary of the internal wave   periods over the entire fluid 

layer considered.     The A case can be realized,   because N2      0 ,   and hence 

the lower X  boundary at the interface is zero. 
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The following conclusions are n.ade:   1) in contrast with 
previous findings, stable internal waves may exist at the interface of two 

heterogeneous fluids even at 0 < Rij < 1/4 if their ^ and hydrodynamic 

characteristics of the principal current are such that the derived instability 

criteria for the case A and B, are not satisfied; 2) in the B1 case,  the effects 

of the vertical velocity gradient of principal current and fluid heterogeneity 

are significant on wave stability at the interface,  hence the instability 

crxtenon for homogeneous fluids is applicable; 3) m the A and B, cases 

generally the vertical velocity gradients may have some effect on wave 

stability at the interface; numerical examples show that the data obtained 

wxth allowance for the vertical current velocity gradient in the upper layer 

are not greatly different from the classical theory data; 4) the instability 

condxtxons corresponding to cases  B, and B., are very rare in the world 

ocean; and 5) the derived criteria for internal wave instability are applicable 
only in the presence of a density discontinuity surface. 

: 

Experimental research and calculation of turbulent heat 
exchange fa, the ocean are reviewed in relation to the general problem of 

^rEKS
nrtmOSPhe" i"teraCti0n' Which " th* ^«' "' 'he Polar Experiment 

(POLEKS) program.   Soviet and Western open source materials are reviewed 

.ncluOmg some 1971 Soviet pubheations.    Two main directions of research       ' 

are outlined and reUtionships between different parameters of turbulence 
are explained. 

I 

Khlopov,   V.   V.     Methods for determining 

turbulent heat exchange in the ocean [rgvUw 

of research;.    IN:    Trudy Arktich.  i antarktich. 
n. -i.  in-ta.   vol.   312.    Issledovaniya po 

programme POLEKS.   Leningrad.  1974,  143-174. 
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The methods for determining the vertical and horizontal 

coefficients of eddy thermal diffusion are treated separately.    Indirect 

methods developed by Soviet scientists for calculating the vertical 

coefficient K    are based on the heat equation (Shtokman,   Pivovarov, 

Boguslavskiy,    Zhukov,   Tsikunov),   energy balance equation (Laykhtman 

and Do ronin,   Kagan),  or a simplified diffusion equation with the use of 

optical data for sea water (Voytov).    Several types of deep-sea self-sustaining 

sensitive and quick-response turbulimeters    have been designed by Kolesnikov 

et al.at the Marine Hydrophysical Institute (Mill).     They have been used to 

measure turbulent exchange parameters from the Severnyy Polyus-4 and 6 

drift stations and in the Antarctic regions of the Pacific and Indian Oceans. 

Thus far,   only the Zhukov method has been successfully applied in the 

Arctic.    It is believed that the methods basec1 on solution of the energy 

balance equation could also be successful for Kz determination in the Arctic. 

The horizontal eddy heat exchange in the ocean has been studied 

theoretically and experimentally by Ozmidov,  Obukhov, Shtokman and 

others.    Ozmidov developed theoretical requirements for instruments designed 

to measure statistical characteristics of turbulence field with a given error; 

the requirements are listed.    Numerous Soviet observations of eddy statistical 

characteristics were conducted from 1935 to 1970 in various oceans.    The 

dust-flow method,   fluorescent and radioactive tracers,  and aerial methods 

were used by Ozmidov and others to determine the coefficient of horizontal 

eddy diffusion K* in various seas and oceans.    The Bussinesq and Karman 

equations were used by Shtokman and others to calculate K* from tht sea 

current observation data.    The simple linear dependence of K^ on the scale 

of flow has been confirmed experimentally by a number of Soviet -^searchers. 

The dust-flow and fluorescent tracers methods are believed to be the most 

promising; any of the cited methods can be used in the POLEKS region. 

! 
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Soviet contributions to calculation of heat flow in the ocean 

are detailed.    Soviet scientists have calculated heat advection on account 

of sea currents with allowance for  horizontal turbulence in the North 

Atlantic (Strokina),   Kara and Norwegian Seas (Shuleykin),  and advective- 

turbulent heat distribution with depth (Shtokman.   Zhukov.  Kagan,  Kolesnikov. 

Smirnova).    Bortkovskiy.   Bogdanova.   and others have determined the ratio 

of advection to horizontal turbulence in the eddy heat exchange process in 

different Atlantic currents and in the Black Sea, 

Progress is also reviewed in designing quick-response and 

high sensitivity instruments for measuring water temperature,   salinity 

and current velocity fluctuations in the ocean.    The Marine Hydrophysical 

Institute has been the most successful in this respect.    Most of these 

Soviet instruments were designed and used for the first time in the 1950-1966 

period.     Their sensitivity and response times are given.    More   recently the 

Doppler acoustic method his been used to measure sea current velocity. 

The turbuhmeters already cited have been used for salinity measurements. 

Very recently,  the fifth model (GAT-5) of a turbulimeter was designed at 

the MHI for turbulence studies at depths to 2, 000 meters.     The GAT-5 

records current   velocity components and temperature fluctuations with 

sensitivities of 0. 5 mm/sec and 0. 0005°,   respectively. 

In his conclusion,  the author expresses the opinion that study 

of statistical characteristics  in connection with hydrometeorological factors 

is the most promising direction for research on oceanic turbulence. 

Presently,  this type of study is hampered by the lack of adequate 

instrumentation.    Some practical applications of the statistical methods of 

forecasting oceanic current velocity fields are cited and possible future 

research directions are outlined.    There are 110 references including 89 
Soviet sources. 
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Vladimirov,   O.   A. ,   A.   P.   Nagurnyy, 

V.  G.   Savchenko,  and M.   A.   Chepurina. 

Time-spectral characteristics of ocean 

currents and water temperatures for a 

hydrophysical test area in the northeastern 

Atlantic.     IN:   Trudy Arktich.  i antarktich. 

n.-i.   in-ta,  no.   312,   1974,   20-26. 

A spectral analysis is given of current velocity components 

and temperature time series for a hydrophysical test area near the Rockall 

Bank.    The observations were made in June-July 1971 from three buoy 

stations of the vessel Professor V'ze,  to sepö.rate the most energetically 

significant motion dimensions out of the fluctuation spectra.    The total 

number  of observations made,   either by means   of a BPV current meter or 

FTG photothermograph,   are tabulated separately for each station and for 

depth levels from 50 to 1000 m.    The period of observations varied from 

one hour to several days. 

The  calculated frequency spectra of fluctuations of the 

meridional current velocity component,Ujare shown as topographic maps 

(Fig.  1) and a relief map (Fig.  2).     Both maps represent u fluctuation 

spectra S-   (f) in a (T,   H) coordinate system, where T -  1/f is the period 

of an elementary fluctuation and H is the depth.     Analysis of the calculated 

data shows relatively narrow f bands which correspond to u fluctuations 

with T -  5-6 days and 12-15 h.    The former may originate from self oscillations 

of the ocean-atmosphere-land system,   or may be due to meteorological 

factors,   e.g.   a series of cyclones.    The latter are due to semidiurnal tides 

and inertial oscillations.    Both f bands stretch over all levels for all 

stations of the test area. 
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Fig.  1.    Topographic map of natural time fluctuation    spectrum of 
u current velocity component.    Numerical values of fluctuations 
intensity are multiples of 10  . 

Fig.   2.    Relief map (in relative units) of the spectrum of natural 
frequency fluctuations of u velocity component for station 20. 
Isolines are drawn with spacing equal to 10. 
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A topographic map of the combined S- (f) of u compcinent 

fluctuations at the upper and each of the lower levels shows that the phase 

of u fluctuations with both cited T values is constant in depth and space. 

All the cited facts point to the significant effect of water density stratification 

on the vertical distribution of current velocity in tidal flow (T = 12-15 h). 

This effect is only weakly reflected in current velocity fluctuations with 

T = 5-6 days.    The fragmentary data on temperature fluctuations show that the 

peak spectral densities correspond to fluctuations with T = 5-6 days, 

1.5-2.0  days,   and 12-15 hours,  with predominance of the first ones.    The 

calculated intensities of heat flow in meridional and latitudinal directions 

were found to be maximal for low-frequency fluctuations with T      5-6 days. 

The second maximum of horizontal heat flux intensity is weakly expressed 

in the region of tidal frequencies. 

The authors conclude that the most energetically significant 

ranges are the 12-15 hr.   and 5-6 day fluctuations of the current velocity 

fields; the 5-6 day 1. 5-2.0 day,  and 12-15 hr.  fluctuations of water 

terrperature fields; and the 5-6 day and 12-15 hr.  fluctuations of horizontal 

heat fluxes. 

Vladimirov,   O.   A. ,   I.   D.   Zykov,   A.   P. 

Nagurnyy,  and V.   G.  Savchenko.      Vertical 

structure of currents in the western portion 

of the Greenland Sea.    IN:   Trudy Arktich.   i 

antarktich.  n.-i.  in-ta,   no.   312,   1974,   95-102. 

Statistical characteristics and the »suits of spectral analysis 

of sea currents in the western portion of the Greenland Sea are reviewed.    The 

work is presented as a contribution to the study of extreme fringes of the 

North Atlantic in the framework of the POLEKS program.    The cited results 
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I are based on oceanographic data collected in 1970 from a recording 

buoy station during the 9th cruise of the R/V Professor Vize.    The station 

was located at TO^' N latitude and l?^' W longitude. 

A statistical treatment of a discrete set of measured 

meridional (u) and zonal (v) components of the current, velocity vector 

is detailed.    Statistical numerical characteristics of u and v are tabulated 

for 25 to 1000  m  depth levels.     It is shown that the empirical distribution 

functions of u and v at levels below 25 meters do not approach the 

Gaussian (normal) distribution law.    This finding,  which is supported by the 

measured temperature (T).salinity (S) date (Table 1),   is explained by a 

■Level. r. "c Level. r, »c 

o 
10 
20 
30 
SO 
75 

100 
125 
150 

2.5.3 
2,68 
2.65 
2.64 

-0.95 
-0,52 
-0..35 
C.15 
0.77 

s. V, 

33,24 
33,27 
Si.30 
3tt18 
31.31 
31.43 
34,63 
31.76 
34.81 

200 
250 
300 
100 
500 
000 
sm 

1000 
1200 

0.01 
I .ON 
l.oi 
0.73 
0,44 
0.15 

-0.56 
-0,5'J 
-0.74 

31,9? 
34,96 
31.90 
34.96 
31.94 
31.92 
34. »8 
34,87 
34.92 

Table 1.    Temperature and salinity vertical distribution near 
the buoy station. 

turbulence-shielding effect of the high-gradient density layer at the 30-50 m. 

level.      The conclusion as to a sharp drop in turbulence at increasing depth 

is confirmed by the decreasing ratio of current velocity fluctuation mtensity 

at each level down to tne 25 m level.     Plots of the structural function of 

u versus time show that only at the 25 m level within the 1. 5 to 4th period can 

the functxon be described reasonably well by the 2/3 power law.    The linear 

dimensions of eddy formations above the 25 m level are 200 to 500 m and 
400-1300 m for u and   v,   respectively. 
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The calculated spectral density S* of the u and v sets of 

data over a period T is plotted for all depth levels within the cited ranjj;e 

(Fig.   1).    Fig.  1 shows regions of S- maxima within the periods of tidal 

and inertia waves at all levels,   except the 100 m level for v and 200 m 

level for u, where S;;: is minimum-    Spectral maxima are noted at the 

50 to 200 m levels within short periods.     It is assumed that the tidal 

and inertia waves in the 50 to 200 m layer lose stability and generate 

high-frequency eddies. 

In the light of the cited results,  the loss cf staoility of 

low-frequency internal waves may be caused by the proximity to the critical 

latitude (73 20 ) for the semidiurnal tide.    At upper levels the   Vaisala- 

Brunt period was higher than the inertial period,   hence the condition 

for loss of stability by inertia-gravitational waves   in the upper ocean 

layers is fulfilled. 

: (Fig.  1.  on next page) 
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Vladimirov,  O.   A. ,   A.   P.   Nagurnyy,   Yu.   V. 

Nikolayev,  and V.   G.  Savchenko.    Experimental 

use of a vertical profiler and water  sampler for 

studying high-frequency fluctuations in water 

temperature near a pycnocline.     IN:   Trudy 

Arktich i antarktich.  n. -i.  in-ta,  no.   312, 

1974.   32-41. 

, 

1 

Experimental water temperature data recorded over a one 

hour period at a fixed depth level within the  0-137. 5 m.   layer near a 

pycnocline are analyzed.     The data were recorded during the 11th  cruise 

of the R/V Professor Vize,  using an experimental prototype of the 

temperature-pressure-electric conductivity profiler and water sampler 

aboard the drifting  vessel.    The salinity and conductivity data were not 

analyzed owing to a malfunction of the device. 

Temperature observations were carried out in 1971 at 

49 46. 5' N latitude and 18 37 W longitude in a gentle wind. Maximum 

error of temperature determination was _+ 0. 03 deg. The temperature, 

salinity, and Vaisala-Brunt frequency (N) vertical profiles in the upper 

ocean layer are plotted from the preliminary bathometric data. The 

maximum average vertical temperature gradient in the pycnocline was 

0.123 deg/m.    Practically no halocline was present. 

A typical recording of temperature fluctuations in the 

thermocline (Fig. 1) shows significant fluctuations during relatively short 

time intervals,  and intensified fluctuations at the crest and trough of 

temperature waves.    The latter observation suggests a decay of internal 

waves in extremal points,  hence generation of high-frequency oscillations. 

Oscillations with a period 't< T, = 6. 5 min.   were considered to be turbulence 

fluctuations       ('K- is the period of free-propagating internal waves in a 

stationary fluid).    The difference 0-0   represents high-frequency 
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Fig    1.     Time fluctuations of water temperature     ('>C) at 36 meters 
depth:   1- measured     values.   2- smoothed values/     A cos^nusoiH 
filter was used with cutoff penod Ti      6 min      r^l cosinusoxd 
n    . 35^ penoa   rj   - b mm.    Convergence interval 

oscillations •; the range of r was found to be 0. 22°.    The frequency of 

internal waves was determined by harmonic analysis of the smoothed  set 

of data.    The period T.   amplitude A.  the initial phase,  the amplitude V} 

of fluid particles shift from equilibnum.   and the vertical velocity component 

wj  (j ^ 1 to 5) were all calculated from f curves for the first five harmonics 

of internal waves (Tabl. ]).    The maximum ft,  and    Vj   values of these 

Harmonic .   I 
No. rmin. ». oc Initial   ] 

phase •■ cm/sec 

1 
o 

I 
5 

1 
M 0.3S 
■)*• 0.J» Is «.JS 
i l.". 0.10 
10.t> 0.07 

2* 
JO 

73 
»2 

12 1 
7 1 
| 9 
1 o 

2 4 

0,7.i 
o.'n 
1 .Go 
0.79 
0.74 

Table 1.     Numerical charactenstics D| internal waves 
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■7-7° harmonics are calculated to be 0. 77    and 24.4 m,   respectively 

A spectral analysis of d' data (Fig.   Z) confirms the 

P; A'-' 

1 •••'.»/• 

Fig.   2.    Legarithmic spectra of power density P 
of high-frequency temperature fluctuations &', 
calculated at different convergence intervals   of ö 
nj  « 35 (1),   n2 -- 9 (2),  and n3 = 72 (31. 

suitability of selecting f.  as cut-off period for the study of turbulent 

0  fluctuations near the pycnocline.     Some discrepancy is noted between 

the P(f) function in Fig.   2 and the spectra S    (6u>)  of high-frequency 

temperature fluctuations,  as calculated from the Fourier cosine transform 
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of the autocorrelation function K (AT).     This discrepancy is mplaincd 

as the result of lesser sensitivity of the S.. spectra calculation im>tli..,| 

to periodical disturbances.     A discussion of the physical mechanism of 

internal wave decay in extremal points was inconclusive; however the 

mechanism proposed by Phillips was ruled out (O.  M.   Phillips, 

Dinamika verkhnego sloya okeana.  M. ,  Mir,   196^). 

I 

I 

Vladimirov,   O.   A. ,   1.  D.   Zykov,   A.   P. 

Nagurnyy,   and V.   G.  Savchenko.    On using 

the BPV-2R current meter for oceano^raphic 

observations.    IN:    Trudy Arktich i antarktich. 

n.-i.   in-ta,  no.  312,  1974,  110-117. 

The ocean current velocity data measured with the BPV-2 and 

BPV-2R propeller-type current meters at the same  depth level are treated 

statistically,  and the statistical data are compared to determine the difference 

between the readings of the two meters.    The comparison data w tre obtained 

in June-September 1972 during the 15th cruise of the R/V Professor Vize.    The 

two meters were placed in pairs at different levels,   and were spaced about 

1. 5 m apart.    The tabulated statisücal characteristics of the zonal (u) and 

meridional (v) velocity component at the 100  and 300 m depth levels are 

significantly different fo- the two meters.    This is particularly true for the 

components' mean values u and v and variance S2 which are 1. 5 to 3. 3 times 

and 2.2 to 4.2 times higher for PPV-2R data than for BPV-2 data.    These 

differences are caused by differe ices in recording of the velocity modulus 

of water transport by the two me* -rs.    The latter difference in turn results 

from different design characteristics of the nonreversing   velocity sensor 

in the BPV-2R meter.    To det'.-imine whether the discrepancy between 

u,   V,  and S    values is significant or not the hypothesis was tested of equality 
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of the two sample mean values X, and X, of  each component u or v 

and the equality of the sample values Sj2 and S, of variance,  where the indices 

1 and 2 in subscript refer to the BPV-2 and BPV-2R meters.    Both tests 

were made on assumptions of the normal or different from normal distribu- 

tions of the sample universe.    Student's t with significance levels 0.010 

or 3 was used as criterion of divergence  of X.  and X-, on the assumption 

of normal or different from normal distribution,   respectively,   and also 

with significance level 3   as a criterion of the divergence of S.   and S-,, 

assuming different from normal distribution.     Fisher's  F with significant e 
2 2 

level  iX. - 0.005 was used for  the test of S.  and S, divergence on the assumption 

of a normal distribution.    Results of both tests are tabulated (Tables 1 and 2). 

Level    velocity 
■ component 

100 

300 

.", - r, i 

3.8 
3.1 

3,6 
1,4 

I ob». 
p to; i 

\  1 

5..1 
P.O 
2.7 

(obs. 

0.(100 
0.000 

0,000 
0.006 

Table 1.     Data from testing the equality hypothesis of mean velocity component 
values calculated from measurement data of BPV-2 and   BPV-2R 
meters.    P(   t   > t  ,    ) is the probability that a random  t value 
will be not less than the calculated t .   . 

Level 
velocity 
component 

1U) u ,.: 
V 4,-' 

300 u )   i 

■ J.3 

s<         \ r 'l 

1.0 14,» 
1.0 20.3 

1,0 11.9 
1,0 12.2 

Table 2.    Data from testing the equality of variance of velocity components, 
calculated from measurement data of BPV-2 and BPV-2R meters. 
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i The tabulated data show that the alternative to the equality hypothesis holds, 
/ 2        2 

i.e. ,  mat divergencies (X,   - X,) and(S.   - S, ) are significant to the point 

that the data of the two instruments must be considered as   samples of 

two different universes.    Theandom error variance/?      and the mean 

absolute error ^7 of the measurement method are evaluated Sy extra- 

polating the structural functions of u and v  components to zero   on the 

assumption of normal     distribution.    The table of Q      and Rvalues shows 

that the V value for the  BPV-2R instrument is twice the ^ value for the 

BPV-2 instrument at both the 100 and 300 m levels.     It follows that the 

empirical distribution curves of u and v components (Fig.  1) are significantly 

- 20   -16  - ta '6      70 
v, w,en/tec 

Fig.  1.    Empirical distribution curves of u (Fig.  la) 
and v (Fig.  lb) velocity components at the 100  m  level: 
1- BPV-2 data,   2- BPV-2R data (p.  = fi/n is statistical 
frequency of the i-th interval of velocity component 
fluctuations). 

different for the two meters.    An addition to the horizontal velocity component 

value recorded by the BPV-2R meter results from its greater sensitivity to 

vertical dif placement in the open ocean due to surface wave effects.     It is 

concluded that the use of the BPV-2R meter is not suitable for oceanographic 

observations in the open ocean. 
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Kopyl.   Ye.   A.    Effective coefficient of 

sound reflection from the ocean surface. 

FAiO,   no.   12,   1973,  1327-1330. 

Results are given of an experimental study of sound reflecting 

characteristics of t.e open ocean surface,  under more vaHed meteorological 

cond^ons and  in a narrower range of grazing angles than .n a previous 

Sovxet study by Yu.   Zhitkovskiy   (DAN SSSR.   v.   188.  no.   2.   1969)      The 

present study was carried out in 1970-71  m the Atlantic aboard the R/V 

Petr Lebedev.    The sound emitter produced 10 msec pulses at 1 to 8 kHz 

frequences in main-lobe directional patterns within 8 to 60° angles       A 

nondirectional hydrophone was used as the sound pickup.    The grazing angle 

of the central beam with the surface varied from 15 to 30°.    From 100 to 

600 backscattered signals were recorded at each of the 20  grazing angles 

wxthin the cited range for 0-11 m/sec wind speeds.    The maximum angular 

spread of the effective scattering function was estimated to be 12°      This 

estxmate was interpreted as an indication that the effective reflection 
coefficient 

ef   " * IK 
•fl     f' di 

U a characteristic of the ocean 6Urface reflectivUy.    P     „ and P   in ,1) 

are the pressure amplitudes of the reflected and direct sfgnals.  R    „ and R 

are the averaged emitter-.o-eceiver distances travelled by the re^pUve  ' 

s.gnals.     All  V,, data calculated from (1, were divided in four groups 

according to wind speed.since V^ was found to be independent of grazil 

angle.    The frequency dependence of V     (Fig.  1, shows that V   , tends to 

decrease at f = 8 kHa, particularly in high winds.    This fact ifexplaincd 

as the result of increased ocean surface roughness and the development „ 

a.r bub les m the surface layer at higher wind speeds and the increased . Native 

effect of small-scale roughnesses and bubbK, on hf sound   scattering     An 
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Fig. 1. Effective reflection coefficient versus 
frequency at 0-2 (1), 4-7 (2), 7-9 (3), and 9-11 
(4) m/sec wind speeds. 

r 

\ 

additional confirmation of the validity of the interpretation of sound 

backscattering from the ocean surface in terms of the effectiveness scattering 
function and Vef   was seen in the finding that the angular width of the 

emitter directivity pattern decreased by half,  when f was doubled.    The 
experimental plots of the variation factor 

""'^fl   n^'l" TtR (2) 

of backscattered signal amplitude indicated a significant incoherence of 

scattering field,  probably due to saturation of backscatter fluctuations at 

high Rayleigh numbers.    In this case,  the effective scattering area is estimated 

to be small in relation to the sea roughness correlation distance.      Comparison 

of the experimental integral distributions of the backscattered signal 

amplitudes at 1 and 8 kHz with the theoretical distribution functions 

indicated a satisfactory agreement between the experimental points and the 

Rayleigh-Rice (? ) distribution function with the parameter q ■ 1.2. 
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I Gavrikov,   V.  K. .   and A.   V.   Kats.    Vynuzhdennoye 

rasseyaniye zvuka na granitse dvukh sred.   (Induced 

sound scattering at the boundary of two medial. 

Khar-kov.  1973.   53 p.    (RZhF,   11/79.  no.   llZhb31) 

A theory i. developed for induced sound scattering in surface 
vaves.   generated at the boundary of two media during oblique incidence of a 

sound wave on it.    Two types of equations are jointly   solved:   1) wave 
equations for sound under conditions of continuity in pressure and normal 

velocxty component at the boundary,   and 2) equations for LF osculations of 

the boundary,  obtained by transformation of Green's formula,  as 

approximations of small and mildly sloping boundary irregularities 

Cc^ditions ol spatial synchronism are recorded only for tangential components 

of wave vectors.     The amplitude of scattered waves and dispersion equates 

for gravitational-capillary waves with acoustic field are determined apu-.  imately 

by means of three reflected (Stokes,  anti-Stokes, mirror) and three refracted 
waves. 

I 

Nonlinear conditions at the boundary create the possibility of 
xnduced sound scattering  in surface waves,  i.e.  instability occurs above a 

defxnite threshold of sound intensity; this leads to an increase of surface 

wave amplitude and consequently to the increase of sound scattering which in 

turn further increases the surface wave amplitude,  etc..  leading to a 

cumulative sound scattering effect.    In the megahertz range, the threshold 

intensity at the boundary of air-water equals 3 watts/cm2.    Effects of finite 

time and space intervals during interactior of sound and surface wa-es 

are analyzed.    The threshold of induced sound scattering in surface waves 

I. significantly lowered under surface resonance conditions,  when one of 

the scattered waves slips along the boundary.    I. this case it is necessary 

to take mto account dissipative losses according to Konstantinov.    Effects 

are also discussed of the finite width of the sonic beam.    Conditions of 
using the developed theory are analyzed in detail. 
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which were obtained in a basin at 4 m/sec wind flows,   confirm the 

resonance characteristic cf scattering.    It is shown that the F    value 

in Fig.   la coincides with that calculated from the dispersion equation for 

surface gravity waves in a smooth sea.    Thus    the cited equation can be 

used to calculate Fo instead of going to complicated measurements of 

'♦•o'^" 8Pectra- 

Other experimental %f data obtained at different urientations 
of the transceiving antenna versus wind direction (Q    = 0 to 90 deg. ) show 

an equally good agreement between experimental F    values and F    values 

calculated from the dispersion equation.    The presence of wind deflexion 

affects Fo depending on 0^     \nother factor determining Fo value is the 

existence,  under natural conditions,   of a standing wave wh°ch results from 

interference between surface waves of the same X    In that case,   it is 

necessary to determine S±0o^(F).  then^-^    S±eo'*•o(F,•    »*>"•*■ 
that the spectrum ^ must exhibit two peaks'shifted by + Fo from the emitted 

signal frequency.    This was confirmed by an experiment in which waves were 

propagated simultaneously  in the direction (-0J of the incident acoustic 

signal and in direction 0o opposite to it.    Tests in a wave basin at 2 to 7 m/se 

winds show that ^ spectra broaden and JFo/Fo increases linearly from 

0.1-0. 2 to >1 as winds increase.     Broadening of the spectrum is attributed 

mainly to an additional frequency modulation of the ripples by high waves.    The 

same observation was made in the experiments at sea.    A typical fj  spectrum 

obtained (Fig.  2a) shows that a high/iFo/Fo value = 1. 5 is characteristic of 

the spectra.    The approximate width of the ty   spectrum can be determined 

from4Fo - Vorb>^/^  where V^ ^H/2 is the orbital velocity of the 

high wave and il is the modulation frequency.    Frequency modulation of 
the scattered signal is shown in Fig.  2b. 

L 
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Fig.   2.    Frequency shift spectrum       (a) and 
instantaneous frequency F-T-(b) of a signal 
scattered from the sea:   smooth sea,  wave 
height H = 0. 3 m.  wave period T = 3 sec, 
incident frequency f = 15 kHz,  ^ = 30 deg. 
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Morosov,   Ye.   G.     Experimental study of the 

breaking of internal waves.    Okeanologiya, 

no.   1,  1974,   25-29. 

Time variation of temperature fluctuations in a seasonal 

thermocline was experimentally investigated during the 40th expedition of 

R/V Vityaz' in the Arabian Ocean.    Hydrological measurements were taken 

approximately once a day.    Bathometric measurements wsre taken such that 

the intervals between bathometers in the seasonal thermocline were 10 m. 

Water temperatures were recorded by means of photothermographs at 

15 minute intervals simultaneously from five floating platforms,   located 

at different levels in the thermocline.    Temperatures thus obtained were 

subjected to spectral analysis.    Energy fluctuation was found to change 

signuicantly with time.    Variations in temperature fluctuations were studied 
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during the period from February 22 to March 12.    During this time the 

r.m.B.  deviation of the temperature fluctuations,  calculated after high 

frequency filtration,   increased from 0.04 to 0.12   ,  and  subsequently again 

decreased to 0.05   .    Fig.  1 shows the spectral density of temperature 

fluctuation,   offset in time,  for the 125 m level,   >.s well as the 

coherence function between temperature fluctuations at the 125 m and 150 m 

levels.    It is seen from the figure that the spectral density at first increases 

jjfV 

SUSI   I      iU3 2   I      I9il   I      f UJI    f      iUSl    / hrs 

Fig.   1.    Spectral density of temperature fluctuation 
at 12 5 m,   and coherence between fluctuations at 12 5 m 
and 150 m.    I,   Feb.  22; 2,  Feb.  26; 3,  March 1; 
4a March 5; 5,  March 9.    (test inte.-val - 3 days, 
^iimpling interval ■ 15 min). 

(spectrum '.lope and coherence value increase) and then decreases,   followed 

by a decrease in spectrum slope and lowering of the coherence.    The increase 

in spectral density is connected with the growth   of internal wave amplitude. 

The subsequent drop in density and increase of potential energy of the water 

column are explained by the breaking of an internal wave pocket,   leading to 

vertical intermixing. 
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Marchuk,  G.   I.,  and B.   A.  Kagar.    Internal 

gravity waves in a real stratified ocean.    IN: 

Vnutrenniye volny v okeancj,  SO AN SSSR, 

Novosibirsk,  1972,   89.   (Author's abstract) 

Investigation of internal gravity waves in the  ocean has been 

treated widely  in the literature.    In most of these works,   different gravity 

models were assumed in writing the vertical structure of density fields, 

thus more or less describing the real density distribution in the ocean.    The 

problem of arbitrary density distribution was first solved by Fjeldstad. 

However,  his solution,   as shown by Grun,  is applicable only in the case of 

very long waves,   so that up to the present time the different parts of internal 

gravity wave spectra in the ocean seem to have been studied in an  unbalanced 
fashion. 

In the  present work characteristic cur.es are drawn and 

natural solutions are found, which correspond to internal gravity waves in 

a real strati'ied ocean. 

(This paper was published in FAiO,  no.   4,  19 70). 

Vladimirov,   O.   A. ,  and Yu.   V.   Nikolayev. 

Water temperature anomalies in the North Atlantic 

and their correlation with various hydrometeorological 

phenomena.    IN:    Trudy Arktich.   i antarktich.  n-i. 

in-ta,  no.  31Z,  1974,  175-191. 

Previous studies have shown that the basic cause of anomalies 

in surface water temperatures is the change of hydrometeorological regimes 

in the North Atlantic and adjacent regions.    Amot (Meteorol.   Annaler,   Bd.   4, 

no.   1,   1955) showed that based on thermal regimes of these waters,  the heat 
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content of the upper ocean layer can be well estimated,  and consequently 

the quantity of heat flowing into the Artie basin from southern latitudes 

can be estimated.    According to Amot,  the difference between water 

temperatures measured at the surface and at 10 meters depth in most cases 

does not exceed 0. 1°,   and the value of this difference is not subject to 
annual variation. 

The present work undertakes verification of the above 

conclusions,   and attempts to establish correlations between some 

hydrometeorological phenomena and distribution of water temperature 

anomalies.    The problem is analyzed based on the results of series of 

observations (Table 1).    During analysis of the problem,  mean annual air 

Table. 1.     Periods of different observations 

Observations 

Water temp,   off sourthern Iceland 

Air temp,   in the North Atlantic 

Air pressure in the North Atlantic 

Position of ice edge in Barents Sea 
during May and August 

Air pressure in the   Arctic 

Observation 
Period 

1889 - I960 

1901 - I960 

1900 - 1964 

1900 - 1962 

1900 - 1961 

Observation 
Not Conducted 

1940 - 1944 

1944 - 1945 

temperature anomalies,   atmospheric anomalies and data on ice edge 

locations are also taken into account along with the mean annual water 

temperature anomalies.     The authors' conclusions are: 
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Byshev.   V.   I.,   and ^ u.   A.   Kanuv.    A model of 

the nonstationary thernu,halino structure ')f the upper 

■■cean layer.    Okeanolcgiya,   n ).   2,   1974,   23^-241. 

Ihe temperature field,   sahmtv and flow velocity of the ocean 

are ea. h considered as a sum of two components:   a> stationary,   depending 

upon spatial coordinates and   b) transient.   bein| a function of these 

coordinates and  time.     Dimensionless equations arc develop^ for trenaieiri 

componenft«.   and a model is su.,ested for the formation of n-nstati. >narv 

thermohahne structures at the    pper ocew   laver.     Diffusion -nd convecti   n 

processes are taken into account.     The condition for Introducing a convection 

mechani.m in the model is seen to be the occurrence of  unstable stratificat!   „ 

'n the diffusion process.     Formation of structure, with changing bourdarv 

conditions is studied on annual and   :>\ noptic pencj scales. 

Types of vertica   structures of temperature and salinity 

obtained during experiments are qualitatively   in good   acrecment with 

the measured data.     The  main features of vertical temperature and salimtv 

distributions  (of uniform therm-,- and halocline lasers,   intermediate 

extremums and .mc rostructures , obtained by calculations are also dose t , 

observational data.     Examples of the latter are given. 

The authors note that it i s   .ery important t.   account for   the 
process . f convection,   not only for investigating thermohaline structure... 

but also for studying processes of interact.on between the ocean and 
atmosphere. 
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drawn for these values of K*  (Fig.   1) show that results of the two methods 

K  .   cm    x sec 
w   s,o; Dj i 10 100 

l^tofse v r 

t**:) 

Fig.   1.    Coefficients of turbulent thermal 
conductivity K    calculated in the central 
part of the Baltic Sea by  (a) FjeHstad and 
(b) Pivovarov methods for annual (k  r 1) 
and semiannual (k      2) components of 
temperature fluctuations. 

are in good agreement for the annual component  (k      I).     These results are 

also seen to a^ree well with those of the data ^iven in Lundberg's work 
(Tr.   Cos.   Ukeanogr.   in-ta,   no.   HI.   1964). 

A brief description is outlined on the Shlokman method of 

determining coefficient K    as a function of time.     Improved methods of 

calcuUting  vertical turbulent coefficient of heat exchange K are proposed 

Equations are obtained for the heat exchange coefficient K    and temperature 

gradient at any layer P.    It i6 seen that the annual variations of the above 

^efficient, corre.pond to hydrometeorological conditi.-ns of th« sea region 
in question. 
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Krupin,   V.   D.     PrupertieB of internal waveH 

and numerical solution ol tho FirlHuta«! jugjiui 

IN:    Vnutrenniye volny v okeane,   80 AN SSSH. 

Novosibirsk,   1072,   135-1S1. 

This article investigates the frequency dependence of wave 

number,   phase and group velocity of internal gravity waves in a vertically 

inhomogeneous ocean.    Certain characteristics are outlined,   which are 

true for arbitrary variations   of the Vaisallaa    frequency N(7.)      (g/*   df/ds| 

where f      density of medium,   depending on the vertical coordinate,   z; 

g  -- acceleration of gravity.     The problem is treated analytically,   based on 

the Fjeldstad theory of internal waves. 

1/2 

Fjeldstad considered natural internal oscillation., in a 

vertically-inhojnogeneous infinite ocean of constant depth,  and showed lhat 

a system of lineanred hydrodynamic equations for wave processes,   harmonic 
i&t 

xn time ( ^  e      , AM  frequency),   c in be reduced to a spectral boundary 

problem.    It is «hown in the presenl work that the wave number  of the 

internal mode continuously increases with increase of UJ,  while   phase 

velocity decreases and tends to zero, the group velocity  reaches a maximum 

va'ue within the interval Jl<0< N^ where Jl    inertial frequem y of the 

earth's  rotation and N^      Sror^fHN(Z).     Ihese characteristics of internal 

waves are true for any type of Vaisallaa frequency variations in the ocean. 

Along with analvtical solutions,   a numerical method is 

suggested for solvint spectral bourdary problems for Fjeldstad differential 

equations, this   enables   >ne to investigate characteristics of internal waves 
bv computer. 
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Polyanskaya,   V.   A.     Effect of high-frequency 

internal waves on the sound field of a point 

source in the ocean.     Akusticheskiy zhurnal, 

no.    1,   1974.   95-102.     (Author's abstract) 

Results are described of calculations based on a radial 

ap; . oxitnation of the sound üeld of a point source deep in the ocean     u. 

the presence of internal waves wüh a plane front in a «.continuity laver 

It is shown that xf the fzrst mod« of eternal waves wUh suffzciently high 

amphtude and short wavelength propagates in the «.continuity layer    a 

system of caustic  surfaces i. formed at the nearest üluminated .one 

connected w.th wave crests.    Unes  of return of surfaces and isosurfaces 

equal to re-ative amplitudes,  are located approximately parallel to the 

eternal wave front.     The depth of th.i, location can be taken as a measure 

of distomons of an undisturbed sound fxeld.     The possiMlities are discussed 

ol the formation of a secondary illumination zone,   or the reduction of 

shadow zone dimensions,  ow.ng to refraction at the crest of high amplitude 

internal waves in the transmitter region. 

Fedorov.   K.   N.     Internal wave.s and the vertira1 

thermohaline nncrostructure of the ocean.    IK: 

Vnutrenniye volny v okeane.  SO A\ SSSR. 

Novcjsibirsk.   1^72.    '^0-118. 

Thermohahne mxcrostructures observed in the ocean consist 

of mhomogenezties of varvxng S1ze.   developed  on a background of averaged 
hydrostatxcally stable vertlcal dlstribution ()f temperature ^ , ( 

Observations show that the relatmn between hor.zontal an. vertual dm.enstons" , : 

afferent m^rostructure elements  is a know, constant.    Table 1 shows the 

resultF of studies conducted by d:fferent auihors. 
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Fig.   1.     Typical thermohaline structure in the 
tropical Atlantic,   (a) Temperature variations 
with depth,   (b) Vertical salinity distribution. 
1- Small temp,  inversions; 2- Uniform layer of 
10 m.   thickness. 

Close interrelationships are found to exist between 

thermohaline mic rostructures and internal waves.     The present work 

considers these interrelationships under the following sections: 

!•    Action of internal waves on thermohaline nucmstructure formation. 

I hin elements  of thermohaline microstructures occur due to 

vertical rearrangements of the initial structure or at the background of 

large scale deformations in layers,  where conditions exist for siu h 

rearrangements.    The energy required for these vertical rearrangements o| 
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Table 1.    Relation of vertical and horizontal dimensions 
of microstructure forms. 
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(1) Stommel,   H. ,  and K.   N.   Fedorov ( I ellus, 
v.   19,   no.   2,   1967,   306-325). 

(2) Cox,   C. ,   Y.   Napata,   and T.   H.   Osborn. 
(Bull.   Japan.  Sue.   Fish.  Oteanugr. ,   special 
no. ,   106Q,  67-71). 

(3) Nasmyth.   P.   V.   (Ph.   D.   Thesis.   University 
of British Columbia,   Vancouver,   1^70). 

(4) Fedorov,   K.  N.    FAiO,   no.  2,   1972). 

a Itobl« thermohalinc structure is .-btained as a result of internal wave 

destructions.     It is pointed out that vertical thermohaline microstructures 

may be the result of complex interaction of diffusion-convec^ive and dynamic 

mechanisms,   the most important of which is the energy distnpation of 

internal waves. 

Internal waves in the presence of complex thermohaline and den 

microstructu     s. 
se 

The   lynamics of internal wave., in the ocean is connected 

with the Vaisalla-Brunt frequency N, \*Ktlf>tl)z}*%  whci.e , .   acceleration 
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of gravity,   f -  water density,   z - axis,   positive downwards), the upper 

limit ri which is the internal wave frequency itself.    In the presence of 

fine thermohaline structures,  the vertical profile of N    seems to be abrupt or 

sectioned as compared to the case of smoothly varying density.    It can 

therefore be assumed that in a real stratified thermocline,   several 

wave channels may exist,   each having its own set of internal waves propagating 

in it.    The author notes that short internal waves can occur in all 

thermoclines,   and not only near the surface.    This helps in the faster 

energy dissipation of internal waves at still lower frequencies. 

3«    Distortions in measurin.'. vertical profile of temperature and salinity 

due to internal waves. 

Oscillations of water layers,   resulting from internal waves, 

are readily observed from fluctuations in temperature and salinity as measured 

by sensors at fixed levels.    These fluctuations are connected with the 

vertical intermixing of separate portions ofjor allfthermocline structures; 

such intermixings have a periodic as well as random character.    Graphs 

drawn for water temperature variations at different levels show that the 

actual distribution of temperature variation limits with depth is irregular, 

and that this distribution depends on the vertical profile of temperature 

gradient.    A detailed discussion is given here on errors in measuring 

parameters,   due to the limiting inertia ol sensor elements during their 

escent into the water.    Effects of internal waves on the response of a 

smoothly-lowered measiring device of temperature and salinity are discussed. 

It is emphasized that it is very necessary to select carefully the lowering 

speed of the soundii g device,  depending on the variability character of 

measured parameters (which depend on internal waves) and the technical 

characteristics of the device. 
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4.    Thermoh&line microstructures and xenerat'on of periodic and random 

fluctuations in temperature and salinity at a fixed depth. 

During harmonic displacement of a temperature profile 

vertically up or down relative to a fixed level   z  ,  temperature fluctuations 

at this level have harmonic oscillations with a frequency u)   equal to that 

of internal waves.     If this temperature distribution along the vertical is 

itself a harmonic function of the vertical coordinate,  then the temperature 

at the fixed    level z^ becomes a complex function of time,   in which 

additional frequencies higher than U) are generated.    These harmonic 

fluctuations of temperature or salinity at fixed levels may be due to the 

result of advective effects,  which are connected vith harmonically 

changing horizontal currents (e.g.  tidal or inertial). 

Byshev,   V.   I.,  and K.   A.   Chekotillo. 

Statistical analysis of some measurements 

of current speed in the North Atlantic. 

FAiO,  no.   3,  1974,  266-P.75. 

The time range of predominant long-period fluctuations in 

ocean currents is evaluated and a vertical distribution of some characteristics 

of wide-range oceanic motion is obtained.     This was done by harmonic 

anal/sis of a series of current velocity components,  measured during 1970 

in the central part of the North Atlantic.    3 he measurements were made 

at buoy stations arranged in the form of a symmetric cross with thee enter 

located at 16o30   N latitude and 3303o' W longitude,   each arm of the cross 

being 105 km long.    Only data from the buoy station located 5.2' east of 

the cross center were analyzed.     The data were collected over the period 

from February to September at 10 depth levels from 25 to 1. 500  m. 

I 
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The tabulated periods Td of predominant fluctuations at each 

level v-ere evaluated from the peaks of kinetic energy distribution E(T,) (Fig.   1 

Fig.   1.     Kinetic energy E   per unit volume) of 
horizontal fluctuations vs.   period T.    The figures 
i'c    ,««'   1'  and 5 at the curve8 correspond to 
25.   100.   300.   500.   and 1. 000 m levels;   respectively. 

It appears from the tabulated Td values that fluctuations with T        40 to 70 

d ays predominate in the hydrophysical polygon explored.    The modulus V ,r) 

of the rms velocity vector and the  dispersion D    (r)      ({? 2(r) ♦ 7'2 (T))/2 

of the velocity vector,  where  u' .   v'   are fluctualioas of the velocity consents 

were calculated^using a series of daüy means of u and v.     It was found that 

at small r.  the V(r) and Dv(r) function, uuctuate strongly,  but at r > 115-120 

and >150-170 days,   respectively, remain nearly constant.    The D    (r, function 

fluctuations h.ve the same period as the cited predominant fluctuations  of 
current. 
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and hence eddy size,is evaluated approximately usin^ a two-layer model 

of the ocean. This evaluation is in agreement with earlier data on eddy 

dimensions. 

Navrotskiy,   V.   X.    Structural analysis of 

velocity and temperature fluctuations in the 

upper layer of the ocean.     FAiO, no.   3,   lc'74, 

276-288. 

Spatial and temporal structures of the temperature and velocity 

mesoscale fluctuations in the 0 to 200 m oceanic layer are analyzed.    The study 

used BPV-2 integrator and photothermograph data obtained at buoy stations 

(b/s),   and vertical isotherm profiles obtained from towed thermistor chains. 

The observations were made in 1968 through 1970 during the 3rd,   5th,   and 8th 

cruises of the R/V Akademik Kurchatov in the eastern,   western,   and mid- 

tropical regions of th*» Atlantic,   respectively. 

Typical isotherm profiles reveal stable internal waves within 

tl a entire layer; a horizontal convective instability layer gene -ated by internal 

waves which propagate in the stable stratified layers above and below the 

convective layer; ^d dynamic instabilities (eddies) owing to well developed 

small-scale internal waves      The depth levels of the maximum modulus h 
i 

of current horizontal ve'>  xty are determined from observations at five 

buoy stations.    Velocity   components u. and v. are calculated usin^ the 

observed h. values and the smoothed phase.    Phase distribution density typical 

for a stable current shows the usefulness of smoothing.    Typical temporal 

structural functions of h,   u,   v,   and t fluctuations as well as the spatial furction 

of t fluci-ations (Fig.   1) illustrate the following   conclusions. 
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The fine structure of velocity and temperature fluctuations 

is shown in three vertical cross-sections of corresponding structural 

functions,   as determined from data during the 3rd cruise.    They indicate that 

generation of internal waves is possible on account of a vertical shift of 

average velocity.    Periodic fluctuations of temperature and velocity are 

observed for fairly  large scale (3-5 km) and long period (5-10 h) fluctuations 

within the 50 to 100 m layer.    The periodicity of D1 (A.) is exprefed much 

more strongly for small scale fluctuations,   e.g.,  600-800 m at H > 80 m 

as shown by the D (X) plots at different H,  obtained during the 8th cruise. 

The observei inhomogeneous vertical structure of the layer below 50 m 

is interpreted in terms of destruction of the short internal waves generated 

at the upper boundary of a stratified layer.    This process leads to formation 

of the thermocline step structure.    It follows that the Vaisalaa criterion is 

not always a reliable indicator of internal waves. 

Statistical tests f jr deviations from steady state revealed 

the existence of large-scale waves,   stepwise fluctuations,and a general 

variation in the mean velocity and temperature values.    The nonstationarity 

of dispersion indicates a great intermittence of the processes and the 

tr-md toward formation of large-amplitude internal wave packets,  widely 

spaced.     Thus variability of the structure requires smoothing of dispersions 

or accounting for intermittence effect to obtain reliable conclusions. 

Kozlyaninov,  M.   V.    Using optical methods for 

observing internal waves in a Y  ghly stratified 

ocean.    FAiO,  no.   3,   1974,   312-314. 

Location of water layers having high vertical gradients in 

density and transparency were determined with the help of optical methods, 

in experiments conducted for 17  hrs  at an oceanographic station. 
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! Transparency tests were done at X = 520 ß; no other details uf the test 

method are given. It was noted that a fast increase in density led to a 

sharp reduction in transparency.     Fig.  1 shows the change in time of the 
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Fig.  1.    Time Ltiange of depth of layer with max. 
transparency gradient (1) a-.id sea level oscillation (2). 

depth of the underlying water layer having a maximum vertical transparency 

gradient (solid line).    The curve gives a graphic representation of the optically 

observed surface oscillations of the s ection between water masses,   highly 

differing in density,  i.e.  internal waves.    This has a smooth shr^pe with 
a distinct semidiurnal period. 

The dotted curve shows   oscillations of the sea level durin" O 

transparency measurement.    The similarity of these two curves suggests 

that the cause of internal \ ive gejieration may be the tide-generating force. 

The amplitude of internal waves in this case was 6-7 m,  while that of sea 

level oscillations was 50 cm.    It is pointed out that this difference in 

amplitude may be explained by the significantly low difference of densities 

in water compared to that at the water-air boundary.    Fig.  2 shows the curve 
for a fixed internal wave with semidiurnal period,   generated on the surface 

of a section between water masses having a sharp difference in salinity.    In 
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Fig.  2.    Interna. wave with semidiurnal period 
(same as curve (1) in Fig.  1). 

this case,  the tidal effect is weak,   and the cause of internal waves may 

be seiche oscillations with a semidiurnal period,  occurring in the 

observation region. 

Miropol'skiy,   Yu.   Z. ,   and B.   Ch.   Filyushkin. 

Statistical characteristics of isotherm variations 

in the ocean in the presence of internal waves. 

IN:   Vnutrenniye volny v okeane,   SO AN SSSR, 

Novosibirsk,  1972,   119-134. 

Temperature variations with periods from 2 to 40 min were 

ob6er\ed in a developed seasonal ti.ermocline in presence of internal 

waves.    The test program used a system of vertically located sensors in 

the  Flack Sea,   and was conducted by the Institute of Oceanology,   AN SSSR. 

Results of the observations,  conducted in the open sea using eight sensors 

placed vertically in a seasonal thermocline at 2-4 m spacing,  were subjected 

to statistical analysis.    Effects of the ship motion and vertical displacements 

were neglected.    Horizontal drift equalled 0.2 m/sec.    The total set of 

recordings from all 8 sensors was taken during a period of 1 min. 

Distribution of average characteristics with depth are shown 

graphically.      A distinct thermocline was found to exist in the depth range 

from 15 to 33 m,  with a temperature drop of 10° C.    Two  layers of water, 

having a temperature gradient of 1° c/m,   resulted in a complex stratification 

of water in the thermocline.    The Vaisallaa frequency profile N had two 
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maxima spaced b m apart.    All these characteristice indicate the fine 

structure of the studied thermocline. 

Curves drawn for r.m.s.  deviations of the average 

temperature and temperature gradient show that low-frequency oscillations 

exist only  in the upper part of two thermocline layers.     It is noted that the 

use of a filter allows exclusion of LF oscillations with periods over one 

hour.    Curves are also drawn for the spectral function of temperature 

fluct'.ations,   and it is seen from these that the fluctuations in temperature 

are due to the presence of internal waves. 

A ttudy was also conducted on the variation of temperature 

fluctuation energy with depth.    Most of the energies were found to concentrate 

within ti.° range of 15-27 m,   i. e.   in the zone of the maximum value of 

frequency N.    Characteristic energy fluctuations in the   presence of two 

maxima of N are explained theoretically with the help of a resonance 

mechanism of internal wave energy transfer from one layer to another. 

Gavrilin,   B.   L. ,  and A.   P.   Mirabel1.    A 

numerical model of the energy spectrum, 

generated by the interaction of internal waves. 

IN:   Vnutrinniye volny v okeane.    SO AN SSS^ 

Novosibirsk,   1972,   152-167. 

A mathematical model of a three-dimensional viscous 

incompressible   fluid is discussed.    Dynamic equations are obtained for a 

stratified form of the fluid.    Exciting motions are assumed to be caused by the 

vertical velocity,   given in the form of stationary waves,  which are harmonically 

distributed  in a horizontal direction and have a vertical profile   corresponding 

to the internal wave profile.    Emphasis is laid on large scale oceanic 
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processes,  which are horizontal in nature and play an important role in 

forming vertical structuresof hydrophysical elements.    This role has been 

well illustrated by a simple thermocline model in a paper by G.   I. 

Marchuk (Sbornik.   Nekotoryye voprosy matematiki i  mekhaniki,   1970). 

In the  present work mathematical modelling of these horizontal motions 

is further analyzed,  taking into account the energy distribution and vertical 

structures caused by oceanic processes. 
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I Surface Effects 

Zagorodnikov,  A.   A.,  and K.   B.   Chelyshev. 

The application of optical processing to remote 

meaaurements of waves.    IN:    Trudy Gos. 

okeanograf.  inst. ,  no.  117,   1973,   25-34. 

Automatic electrooptical processing of the vertical aerial 

photographs and radar images of a sea surface is discussed.    The 

schematic diagram shown in Figure 1 of the image processing illustrates 

the mathematical treatment.    The transparency    (x,   y ) in P, is illuminated 

TM LI 4"    ,* 

1   / 

'. 

r 
it, —•- 

Fig.  1.    Schematic electrooptical processing 
of a sea surface image. 

P.- object plane,   L,,   Ly- lenses,   P? - frequency 
plane,   P, - photocatnode plane. 

• 

with a coherent parallel light beam.    Sea brightness B distribution over 

the charted area,   e. g. ,   10 x 10 km is correlated with sea surface contour. 

In vertical aerial photography,  there is a nonlinear correlation between 

optical density D of the negative image and B; but    there is a linear 

correlation between D of the positive tramsparency and the back-scattered 

light flux Q proportional to B,   if only the positive contrast V   -I, 

It is shown that a two-dimensional wave spectrum S  (k,   0), z 
where k is the wave number and 0 is the polar angle,   can be obtained by a 

two-step processing of the positiv^ transparency in P.  and P? with   Y= 2. 

Also a negative transparency can be processed in P.  and P?,  if the increment 

of Q AQ < Q.    In any case,  it is advisable to use a low-contrast film or plate 

with maximum dynamic range. 
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Zagorodnikov,   A.   A.    Wave parameter 

meaeurements as a function of the speed oi 

the measuring equipment platform.    IN: 

Trudy.   GOB.  okeanograf.  inst. ,  no.   117, 

1973,  35-45. 

- 

• 

'• 

The author discusses remote measurement of wave parameters 

to obtain desired information on sea profile and other wave characteristics. 

The effects of motion of the measuring equipment carrier on the results of 

wave parameter measurements have been dealt in a series of previous works. 

However,  these works do not give concrete relationships which could be used 

for estimating errors and selecting conditions of minimum error during such 

measurements.    The author asserts that,   at high speeds of the equipment 

carrier,   e.g.  an aircraft,  which may exceed by several times the phase 

velocity of wave spectral components,  it may be necessary to correct for 

the difference between the apparent spatial spectrum and the time-fixed 

spectrum of wave profiles.  The problem is treated analytically,   based on 

equations for elementary plane waves.    It is shown that if the information on 

the cross-section of a surface wave profile in the direction of radiation is 

obtained by hydroacoustic or e-m waves,  then motion distortions in these 

case are so negligible that the wave profile can be considered fixed.    In case 

of a moving equipment platform,  the level of distortions is also minimal, 

if platform movement is along the wave crest line.    In summary,  the 

conclusions are: 

1. In obtaining information on spatial wave characteristics 

by remote methods, motion distortions occur in the recorded spectrum as 

compared to the spectrum oi a fi> ad profile. 

2. Distortions due to finite velocity of e-m and hydroacoustic 

wave propagations can be neglected. 

i 
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3. In obtaining a spatial cross-section of the profile by 

displacement of the measuring equipment platform at a finite velocity, 

the degree of distortion depends on the relation between average phase 

wave velocity and the carrier velocity.    Minimum distortion occurs 

during motion of the carrier along a crest line. 

4. At  c/Vn = 0. I  (where c   -   phase velocity,   and V    = 

carrier velocity),  maximum variations in average wavelength as measured 

by the remote method amount to 6-7% relative to the wavelength in a fixed 
profile. 

5. During measurements of the time characteristics of 

waves with a drifting carrier,   compression and expansion of the frequency- 

time spectrum take place depending on the relation between the carrier 

velocity projection in the main direction and the average wave phase velocity. 

Zhilko,   Ye.   O. ,   A.   A.   Zagorodnikov,   I.   V. 

Kireyev,   V.   I.   Korniyenko,    D.  A.  Maksimov, 

and A.   V.  Svechnikov.    The results of comparative 

measurements aboard the weather R/V  Paasat of 

wind wave parameters usin^ rada.- techniques and a wave 

fiage'    IN:   Trudy.   Cos.  okeanograf.   inst. ,  no.   117, 
1973,   5-16. 

Tests are described in which wind-wave parameters were 

measured with radar and a high-sea wave gage.    The experiments were 

conducted during the 6th  cruise of the weather R/V Papsat from 4 May to 

2 August 1971.    The major part of experiments was conducted in the ship's 
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where (x max x ) is the minimum increment of the variable x,   C is mm 
the admissible error of rmnsurement for a given system,   and  Ax is the 

output resolution.     Calculation of ^t for the instrument systems aboard 

the IL-18 airborne laboratory led to the conclusion that a system having 

t = 4-5 times/sec and 50 information channels is required. 

The existing K60-42 airborne magnetic storage is described 

as satisfying the cited requirement.     It was designed t<j convert sensor 

analog signals in the 0-5 GHz   frequency range to a 9-unit binary parallel 

code,  with magnetic tape recording and storage of  coded signals.     In addition 

to the airborne magnetic storage (Fig.   1) the K60-42 data system includes 

sensors 

Voltage 
Calibrator 

LJIYJ 

1 
^£—Hvletwork 27V 

TIM-65A      [""RCS~| 

Fig.   1.    Airborne apparatus of the K60-42 data 
system:    C - commutator,   CU - converter unit, 
TDM - tape-drive mechanism,   PU - power unit, 
CP   - control panel,   RCS - remote control 
station,   TIM-6 5A-time interval meter. 

a ground digiverter for fast information retrieval and input hardware for 

the M-220 and Dnepr-21 computers. 
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Ptrformance characteristics of the K60-42 data system 

are given.     Comparison of these characteristics with the requirements of 

the data system aboard the IL-18 laboratory showed the suitability of the 

K60-42 system for given purpose.    A similarity in automation fundamentals 

and engineering solutions is noted between the K60-42 system and the U.S.' 

developed  ARIS-I1 hybrid data system for atmospheric research,   although 

the latter system is considered the more flexible. 

The authors conclude that the K60-42 data system in conjunction 

with digital computers would solv« the problem of automating the measurement 

and processing of experimental data aboard the IL-18 laboratory,   and would 

increase its overall efficiency. 

Marchenko,   Yu.   J. ,   N.   N.   Lazarenko,   and 

B.   M.   Andreyev.    Airborne radar wave R&^e. 

IN:   Trudy Gos.  okeanograf  inst. ,   no.   117, 

1973,   57-67. 

Theoretical aspects of wave height measurement are discussed, 

an operational model of airborne radar wave meter is described,   and some 

results from in-flight tests are given.    The meter's operation is based on 

the Huygens-Kirchhoff theory of reflected waves.    In the framework of this 

theory,   formulas are derived for calculation of radii of the miiror reflection 

and diffuse reflection areas and the flight line 1  as functions of flight 

altitude R and the transmitted pulse length T^    The radi5 and 1 data necessary 

for averaging wave heights h over a sea area are tabulated for a 10 m radar 

wavelength, T    =  l^sec,   and R - 2000-10,000  m.     It is shown that for 

airborne measurements,  the ratio P   fP   of the coherent to noncoherent 

power components of the reflected signal is a more practical measure of 

h than P    and P  ,   because of mutual compensation of destabilizing factors 
c n 

in P  /P    measurements.    Thus,  h can be determined more accurately than 
c     n 
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J by measuring P    and P    separately.    Actually,  the U    ,m ratio of the root 

mea.i square   "»lue of target envelope fluctuations to the mean value of 

the target envelope is measured,  then the ^u/?- ratio of the root mean 

square value of surface roughness to the radar wavelength is determined 

from the formulas for tf'L/m as a function of P  /P .and P   /P    as   a F c      n7 c      n 
function of C.l%.    The mean Ti is given by 

f 

h      I n o, 
(1) 

and the wave height with a given permissiole value in Rayleigh distribution 

I - — Ir.f (2) 

It is shown that h up to 3. 5 m can be measured at  /(, = 10 m.    The radar 

wave meter model is composed of an antenna with a wide radiatiun pattern, 

a receiver,  a    peak detector,   a synchronizer,  a filter unit measuring 

(SLlvn,  a dial indicator of u „Im,  which is calibrated in h.^,   a microammeter, 

and a EMO-2 control oscilloscope.    The peak detector and its output stage 

(filter unit) are described in detail.    The wave meter weighs about 2 5 kg. 

The flight tests were carried out aboard an • LI-2 aircraft at 900-3000 m 

altitut.'.,s over the Caspian Sea.    The maximum wave height h,,,, was 3 m 

in 15 m/sec winds.    Simultaneous comparative measurements were made 

using a wire-type wave gage.    Two sets of h data are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Average 
wave period, 

Mean wave height from: 

sec wave recordings radar wave meter data 

5.1 1.05 1. 10 
5.2 1. 17 
5.2 1.07 1.08 
5.2 1.09 ' 

4.8 1. 18 1.08 
4.9 1. 10 
4.8 1.07 1.05 
4.8 1.04 
5.2 1. 17 1.00 
5.1 0.95 
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The two sets of tabulated data differ by a maximum of 10f,.    The spcitral 

density functions S{co) were calculated from three recordings of the wi re- 

type wave gage and from the output-signal records of the radar wave 

meter.    An unexplained discrepancy,   particularly at low frequencies u>, 

is shown between the S(tü) plots calculated from two sets of data.    It 

is concluded that the airborne radar wave meter can be used to determine 
h of the sea waves measuring sea states 1-5. 

Vinogradov,   V.   V.,  and N.  N.   Lazarenko. 

Airborne stereophotogrammetric survey of 

storm waves.    IN:    Trudy Cos.  okeanograf. 

inst.,  no.  117,  1973,  46-56. 

Surveying equipment and methods,   including data processing 

methods,  are presented which have been used in two-aircraft stereophoto- 

grammetric surveys of storm waves,  up to 11-12 m high,  in the Baltic, 

White,   and Barents Seas,  in connection with coastal engineering constructions. 

In addition to the measuring instruments and two AFA aerial photo cameras, 

the airborne equipment included an automatic radio synchronizer designed 

in  1966 at the Leningrad Branch of the State Oceanographic Institute,  in 

collaboration 'vith the Leningrad Electrotechnical Institute.    The radio 

synchronizer (Fig.  1) consists of two electronic units „board the lead and 

trailing aircraft,  which control ;he AFA-1 shutter-opening delay relative to 

AFA-2 shutter opening.    This control can be either automatic (using a 

comparison circuit) or manual (by turning the control knobs until the  pulse 

oscilloscope traces coincide).    The maximum error of automatic and manual 

synchronization of the two AFA camexas is 3 and 1-2 msec,   respectively. 

In actual surveys from two aircraft,  the minimum scale was 1:8500 and the 

base (distance between the aircraft) was selected according to a given 

side lap of the stereograms.    The requirement is stressed for a maximum 

possible overlap allowing for accurate measurement of wave height at different 

S 
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At a scale in the 1:2000 to 1:15, 000 range,  the error of the wave height 

determination fluctuates within +_0. 1   to 0.25 m,   depending on the increase 

in side lap (base).    The error is significantly higher for a larger scale. 

Processing of the stereograms to obtain sea wave characteristics was done 

mainly by a universal method using the SPR-2 stereoprojector,and 

consisted of preliminary operations,  mutual and geodetic orientation,   contour 

mapping,   and point pricking of the contours.    Atypical rough seas plane- 

table chart thus obtained is shown.    In agreement with wave gage data,  the 

mean square error of wave height measurement by aerial stereophotogrammetry 

was 0. 2-0. 3 m for 1:3000-5000 Fcales.      Processing of stereograms for 

statistical wave characteristics,   such as height distribution functions and 

two-dimensional wave spectra,  is described in detail including t:he use of 

computers. 

Ivanov,   A.   P. ,   and I.   I.   Kalinin.    Determining 

the optical characteristics of ocean water  by 

laser sounding.    IN:    Morskoye gidrofiz.   issle- 

dovaniye,   no.  1,  1973,   189-199. 

First experiments on the practical possibility measuring light 

absorption coefficient k and attenuation factor f ( t - k + (T,   where d'is 

dispersion coefficient)   in water are described by A.   P.   Ivanov et al. 

(ZhPS,   v.  17,  no.  2,   1972).    The present work describes results of further 

studies conducted during the 26th expedition of the R/V Mikhail Lomonosov. 

The light source used was a neodymium glass laser with 

Q-switching and frequency doubling.    Power output at 530 nm was 100 kw 

and pulse duration was 2 5 nsec.    Angular beam divergence of the source was 

variable within 9 to 15'.    Light dispersion from the medium was recorded 

on an Sl-11 oscillograph.    For checking this laser sounding method,  an 
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however at higher f the error introduced bv ecatterin.. h. •      ,      ' u^i-u oy scattering becomes intolerable. 

Measurements were .imiUrly conducted of the coefficient of 
absorption k      A H»fa{ia>^ ^ ■  ^-       . aaxufm 01 
as «, .       , deccriptl0n 1S ,iven of thc experimental as 

as   heoret.cal procedures.    Results of the measurements of k.   determined 
by laser sounding of the water sMrfa.« '«errmned 

K       tne water surface,  are given in Table 1.    Other optical 

Table 1 

Values of optical characteristics of water at surface 
layer. 

Date 

1.4.72 
2.4.72 

18.4.72 
21.4.72 
23.4.72 
26.4.72 
28.4.72 
21.5.72 
22.6.72 
23.5.72 
28.5.72 
30.5.72 

-1 

0.02 
0,13 
0,05 
0,00 
0,07 
0,01 
0,02 
0,03 
0,03 
0,03 
0.02 
0,03 

t,--' A 

0,22 0,81 
""""— 

0,40 0,68 
0f35 0,86 
0,47 0,89 
0,20 0,65 
0,08 0,87 

not determined 
0.18 0,83 
0.10 0,70 
0.30 0.80 
0.»0 0,80 
0.20 0,88 
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correlations between fand /were not evident in the cited experiments 

{A= £/&+ k,   probability of photon existence). 

A brief abstract of this article was given earlier. 

(Soviet Material on Internal Wave Effects.   30 April 1974,   p.   25) 

Lyapin,   K.   K. ,   V.   A.   Folyanskiy,   and 1.   F. 

Shishkin.     Target selection from sea surface 

clutter.    Radiotekhnika,   no.  2,  1974,   lb-11. 

An improved experimental radar for selecting targets from 

sea surface clutter was tested; the arrangement is shown in Fig.   1.    In the 

receive-transmit mode,   polarization was rotated at a rate of 0. 5 rev/sec usin« 

motor M.    The sweep indicator I rotates synchronously  in angle,   and its 

deviation from the center of the CRT corresponds   to the signal received. 

/ 11 t 

-? 

Fig.  1.    Experimental Scheme 
1- Transmitter; 2- Receiver; M- Motor; 
S(C)- Gating  pulse; 1- Sweep indicator. 

Range gating of the sea surface sectors and taints was a. vmnpUnhni hy .,*„.;- 

matching stage S.    Figures 2 and 3 show typical photographs of the display H, 

obtained for a 3-second exposure while irradiating a 15 x 60 m area of the 

sea surface and a tugboat.    The grazing angle of the beam was 1°,   and sea 

state was 2.    The engineering development of this method is much simpler. 
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Fig.  2. 

Sea surface return. 
Fig.   3. 

Return from surface vessel. 

as compared to the automatic adjustment of a radar antenna unit to an 

optimum polarization during radiation and receiving modes.    A limitation to 

the method's use lies in the fact that the spatial scanning rate decreases due 

to accumulation during the polarization sweep. 

Chudakov,  V.   I. ,  and A.   M.  Shalygin.    Some 

results of the radar investigation of a cover 

glacier.    IN:   Trudy.  Sovetskaya antarkticheskaya 

ekspeditsiya,   no.   59,  1973,  147-152. 

Results are described of radar sounding of glaciers in order to 

measure their thickness by estimating electromagnetic signal absorption 

in ice, together with a study of the depolarization of e-m waves in the glacier. 

Simultaneous measurements of glacier thickness by radar and of the modulus 

of total magnetic field intensity vector by a proton magnetometer were conducted 

for the first time during the   15th Soviet Antarctic expedition in the region of 

Molodezhnaya Station - 125 km deep in the continent along a meridian.    The 

radar was operated at 60 MHz,  at a pulse power P.        = 20 kw.    Fig.  1 shows r imp ö 
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sea level 

Fig.   1.    Glacier cross-section,  temperature 
absorption by glacier (mean annual) and modulus 
of the total magnetic field intensity vector (T) 
along the expedition route. 

the cross-section of glacier,  temperature absorption by glacier,   and 

change in modulus of the tctal magnetic field intensity vector.    Glacier 

thickness was calculated cssuming a propagation velocity of e-m waves 

C = 167 m/ sec.     Results obtained were found to be in good agreement with 

those of the 14 th Soviet Antarctic expedition. 

The study of the depolarization of e-m waves reflected from 

the glacier was conducted at a frequency of 440 MHz.   Dipole antennas with 

reflectors were used in these experiments,   and polarization diagrams were 

drawn for various positions of the transmitting and receiving dipoles. 

Measurements of glacier thickness were also conducted at 

Waterloo Island in the Bellingshausen Sea region.    The radar was operated at 

f = 440 MHz,  with P.        = 10 watt.    Temperature absorption by the clacier imp • r / o 
was not determined in this case,   because of the difficulties in calculating loss 

of e-m energy due to surface thawing of glaciers. 
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Kapitanov,  V.  A. ,   Yu.  V.  Mel'nichuk,   and 

A.   A.   Chernikov.    Spectra of centimeter-b.tnd 

radar returns from forests.    RiE,  no.   0,  1973, 

1816-1825. 

Effects of the motion characteristics of scatterers on the 

shape of spectra of radar returns are studied.    Experimental results are 

described of investigations of reflection spectra from a forest at the 3.2 cm 

wavelength up to spectral density levels of (-) 36 to (-) 40 db relative to 

the maximum.    It was seen that at small grazing angles,  the spectral density 

to (-)10 to (-) 15 db levels for values of the parameter   ATT&I/L » 1 (where 

(3", is the rms tree crown and trunk top sway; Z is the wavelength) may be 

approximated by a Gaussian curve; further decrease of the spectral density 

is described by power law with an exponent of about -4.    For 4 Xtf. /    « 1, 

the spectral density for levels lower than (-) 15 to (-) 20 c'b follows the 

above power law. 

Along with above measurements,   horizontal motion of tree 

limbs and trunk were investigated simultaneously.    A model is suggested for 

shaping spectra 3f radar signals from forests.    Comparision of the measured 

parameters of radar signal spectra with those of calculations showed that 

the suggested model is quite satisfactory.    Spectrum measurements of 

orthogonally polarized components of return signals for waves of different 

polarization are also found to be in good agreement with the model. 

The authors point out that the results of the present work apoly 

mostly to mixed forest conditions and small grazing angles.    For extending 

these results to different conditions,   additional experimental investigations 

probably are necessary.    It is suggested that along with radar and meteorological 

measurements,  it would be  advantageous to conduct more thorough investigations 

on the dynamics of the basic elements of multiple targets,   so that both the phase 

and amplitude characteristics of elementary signals could be obtained 

simultaneously. 

1 
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Kondrat'yev,  K.   Ya. ,   Ye.  M.   Shul'gina,  O.  M. 

Pokrovskiy,   and  Yu.  M.   Timofeyev.    Possibility 

of remote sensing of soils in the centimeter 

band.    IN:   Trudy GGO,  no.  295,   1973,   86-97. 

A numerical solution to the inverse problem of the soil 

temperature profile T(z),  as reconstructed from radio-frequency remote 

sending data on soil brightness temperature T.   (/I),   is analyzed for 

accuracy.    Also,  the amount of information in the T,   (^) measurement 

data is discussed. 

The numerical solution   reduces to that of a Fredholm integral 

equation of the first kind on the assumption that vertical profiles of soil 

absorption coefficient and its moisture content,  w,   are constant and w is 

given.    Two methods of stationary solution of the Fredholm  equation,   i. e. 

with and without use of empirical statistical data,   are described briefly. 

The methods make it possible to analyze the amount of information in the 

measurements.    A graphical comparison of the kernels of the cited integral 

equation,  which were calculated in the process of reconstruction of the soil 

T(2) and the atmospheric T(p),  indicates limits to applicability of the indirect 

determination of soil T(z).    As to the amount of information in   T,   (A) 
b 

measurements,  the analysis of calculated kernels showed than an experimental 

apparatus with two to three sensing channels,  e. g. ,  for 3 and 60 cm wavelengths, 

is sufficient to measure one or two independent parameters of T    (3) with 
o b 

0. 5-1    K accuracy.    The program of numerical calculations consisted of 

solving first the direct problem,  then the inverse problem by introducing 

random errors and using w values of 3,  6,   9,  and 12%. 

The tabulated and plotted data of the numerical experiment led 

to the conclusions that:   1) reconstruction of T(z) with 1-3° K accuracy is 

feasible,  if Tb ß) is measured with 0. 5° K accuracy; 2) accuracy of 

reconstruction by a statistical method depends significantly on the adequacy 

of the statistics used,  and 3) independent determinations  of w accurate to 1% 
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are necessary, for an accurate T(z) reconstruction. It follows from the 

conclusion under 2) that the use of the reconstruction methods, based on 

general a priori assumptions of the unknown solution, is advisable since 

statistics are very scarce in the literature. 

Kondrat'yev,   K.   Ya. ,   and O.   I.  Smoktiy. 

Determining spectral transfer functions for 

brightness and contrast of natural formations. 

from space spectrophotometry of the atmosphere- 

underlying surface system.   IN:   Trudy GGO,  no.  295, 

1973,  24-50. 

A theoretical solution is presented to the problem of reducing 

to the surface level the spectrophotometric data from space on brightnesses 

^b and 'fl 0f a 8urface obJect and background,and their contrast k.    The 

problem arises in geological and geographic surveys of the Earth and 

planets,  aerial photogiaphy.  geodesy,  etc,  due to the presence of an 

atmospheric light-scattering layer between a manned spacecraft or unmanned 

interplanetary station and the planet surface.    The solution is obtained by 

introducing spectral transfer functions   H^. Hg and P^.  PB for I and k, 

respectively.    The ^ and   ^ are defined as the functions of 1°  /I 

and IB/IB. where Iob and 1° are the unknown values of I at the iurface level. 

Using the plane-parallel layer model of the atmosphere and the above 

definition of  H . the function P^.  in the case of 1^ > 1^  I, defined as the 

ratio k0/k,  where k- is given by 

k0 = ^b " V'ob   » o (1). 

The function PB is defined similarly for the case IB > 1^.    Fundamental 
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functions of the light scattering theory are used to calculate P.  its component 

I0.   and P in the classical case of a surface uniformly extended to iminity 

with albedo A.   and in some particular cases.    The classical-case formulas 

of n and I0 are applicable with some modifications to the cases of a uniform 

infinitely extended surface formed by two uniform half-planes with albedo 

A. (i = 1,  2).    The modification consists of substituting A. for A in the 

and I0 formulas for the boundary value problem far from'the interface of 

two half-plane.,    fa two other boundary value problems analyzed (near the 

interface and at some intermediate distance from it),   A is approximated by the 

arithmetic mean A = 1.2 ^ + A.,) and by the parameters oC.,   ?    intermediate 
between A.,   min and A,  max.   respectively.    The P.  . p.  = k      /k   values 

of the contrast between two surfaces are calculated ^sing' 

*< _ |/i - /j 0;     * o. . 
IV. - VJ! > 0. (2) 

in the problems far from and near the interface and an approximate formula for 

L in the third problem.    Corresponding simplified formulas are derived 

for n , /?.. /?.,   P..   and P. in the case of pointing in a direction close to the 

nadir (  ^1),   small zenith distances to the Sun ( f-l).   and A > 0. 5.    These 

formulas are applicable in the visible and  IR spectral ranges.    In the 

particular case of a small terrestrxal object and an extensive background 

with varying albedo   Aob and A^.  approximate formulas for 1^,   1°, tf 

^B'   Pob'  and PB are derived,  under certain assumptions. 0 Also. 

simplined  H^,  HB.  Pob.   and PB formulas are given for the case of   >7~1, 

T^1'  Aob and AB > 0- 5-    ** the classical case,  the tabulated results of 

numerical calculations    /£ .   P^   .   I0   ^ .   and their components show that 

identification of geological and geographic formations from space is most 

efficient in the near » spectral range with the Sun in a high position,   pointing 

to nadir,  and in the absence of aerosols.    The H.,   p     and their component 

data calculated for sandclouds and sand-sea interfaces are tabulated for 
comparison purposes. 
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Volosyuk,   V.  K.,  S.   Yu.   Oleynikov,  and 

V.   G.   Yakovlev.    Estimating effectiveness 

of selecting moving targets in sea background. 

IN:   Sb.  Radioelektronika letalel'n.  apparatov. 

Khar'kov,  no.   5.  1973.   87-94.    (RZhF.  11/73, 

no.  llZhl23).   (Translation) 

Values are calculated of the coefficient of below-noise visibility 

and the effectiveness of a per-period subtraction device is estimated,   for 

target detection in a wavy sea background at [transmitted] wavelengths   of 
1-30 cm. 
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